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On Thursday, May 4th, on my way to 
Toledo, I spent a few hours in Cleveland with 
Vice President Feit and Organizer Berkowitz, 
Ewho were kind enough to meet me at the sta-|?ion. From what I learnt during my short 
[stay, it appears that the presence of the Gen-
leral Executive Board in Cleveland during the 
[first week in April has had an excellent effect 
ton our people in that city. The employers are 
[getting nervous, more so every day. They are 
[very anxious to know when the demands will | be presented. Of course, we will not be in a 
jjhurry to suit their convenience. When the 
[proper time comes we shall do so. 
The. Bohcmiam outside contractors are at |Iast getting into line, the importance of which 
cannot be over-estimated for our people in 
Cleveland. 
In the evning I reached Toledo and pro-
fceeded to the home of Brother Weingarten, 
I who is the secretary of Local No. 67, where I 
I met the Executive Board of that Local -We 
[ immediately took up the question of working 
I out the demands for the coming season. A 
more intelligent body than the Executive of 
I Local No. 67, I have never yet met. We went 
' through the pros and contras of every one of 
those demands and it appears that our people 
there understand the position perfectly. Of 
course, 50 hours per week must be the first 
demand on which we cannot compromise. 
The pressing branch of the trade is a difficult 
i problem. There is a strong division of opinion 
i owing to apparently divided interest among 
I the pressers. This works against the institu-
ftion of uniform conditions there. Some prefer 
I week work and others piece work. Due to 
the fact that they are few in number makes 
the solution of the problem all the more 
difficult. 
In Toledo there are still a number of old 
time cloakmakers whose only interest in the 
trade is to get a higher price for the bundle. 
An increase in their prices constitutes a great 
temptation to work longer hours, but they are 
commencing to understand that a new era has 
set in our trade and the freedom to work un-
limited hours is gone. 
In the morning I visited the two cloak fac-
tories of that city. I spent most of my time 
in the factory of A Black. From the very 
beginning the head of the firm gave me to 
understand that there will be no trouble there, 
for they will submit to our demands. Mr. 
Streetman, one of the firm, spoke in a very 
sympathetic manner about the organization and 
only regretted the hasty action of some of 
them who recently went out on strike, for de-
mands which the firm considered to be un-
reasonable. 
At the other factory, I could only spend one-
half an hour so as to enable me to catch the 
train for Kalamazoo. I promised Mr. Cohen 
that I would see him on my way back, and 
settle matters. 
On Friday evening I reached Kalamazoo, 
and spent the evening with the Executive 
Board of that Local. Icarne much later than 
I should have, but better late than never. 
Things would have been in a much better 
shape if one of us would have been on the 
spot right from the beginning of the Organi-
zation. 
The general impression the local made upon 
me, is that it is there to stay, and that it 
means business. _ I was also convinced that in 
order to maintain this local and in order that 
our people there may obtain the full benefit of 
organization, the International Union will have 
to hustle and get into line the rest of the 
corset workers of the middle West, and also 
stir up the people of that craft in New 
England. What we need is an experienced 
corset worker capable of undertaking this 
work. 
Saturday afternoon I spent with Secretary 
White while he was collecting dues. One of 
the members came to pay her dues on roller 
skates She handed in her book, had the 
stamp pasted in the proper space, and rolled 
away on her skates. Later on I attended a 
meeting of the laundry boys of the factory. 
It apears that the firm, like Pharaoh of old, 
offers them more work for less pay. Well, 
you cannot blame the firm, they are used to it 
and the people are used to accepting reductions 
and do what they are told without any ques-
tions. But things are changing rapidly. We 
could not get a meeting together for Saturday, 
and Sunday being the Sabbath day, we could 
not succeed in getting the members to a meet-
ing. We finally agreed to call a special meet-
ing for Monday evening. 
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Sunday, I visited Chicago. In the morning 
wv had a meeting «f the Chicago locals, at 
the headquarters. I delivered to them the 
message of the New York Cloakmakers and 
told them of the progress we are making in 
the East. The boys were highly gratified when 
thev heard of the progress of onr International 
Union throughout the land. They expressed 
a strong desire for the International Union to 
take up the work of organizing the girls of 
the skirt trade. Thev contend that there are 
more skirts made in Chicago than in any other 
city In the West outside of Cleveland. They 
claim that it is useless in keeping the men 
skirlmakers in the union if the girls arc left 
alone. 
On Monday evening I returned to Kalama-
zoo and addressed the members of Local No. 
8a. Brother Waterman, of the Michigan Fed-
eration of Labor, who is the father and mother 
of this union, was in the chair. Although 
there were a few hundred members in the hall 
the place appeared to be much too big for that 
audience and the members for reasons un-
known to me, were gathered in the back of 
the hall. For a near-sighted speaker it ap-
peared as if he were addressing space instead 
of human beings. After the address we had 
a short discussion and again I was impressed 
with the determination of the people to stick 
to the Organization and make the best of it. 
Tuesday morning I visited Jackson and went 
through Battle Creek and passed the home of 
Post and his fake brain food Post can only 
keep his people out of the Organization by 
paying them more than union wages and of 
course the unions must be thankful for that. 
If h were not for the unions and for the 
fear of having his people organized. Post 
wonld have faked his work people, as he is 
new faking the people with his Postum. You 
ace "there is a reason** for the high^ wages he 
pays his people. As long as the union people 
will he at his heels the reason for high -wages 
toil! )*c there. 
On my return 1 stopped at Toledo and pro-
ceeded to the firm of Cohen, Fricdlander and 
Martin to resume negotiations wkh them. 
Their greatest objection was against the 
shortening of the hours of labor. The heads 
of the Black concern are more or less sports 
and do not care for long hours; it is not so 
with this firm—who are themselves hard work-
ing men —and object to 50 hours. "Why 50 
hours," asked one of the firm? I replied: 
"because we believe in getting all we can and 
we believe that we can get it." The firm did 
not think that this is a good reason. . But I 
said that if X cannot convince them, I am 
sure I can put it into practice. Of course, 
they did not take kindly to this form of argu-
ment, but I tried to be as truthful as I could 
and told th*m exactly what we mean. They 
further tried to convince me that so hours 
will not suit the business requirements, to 
which I replied that the time when the cloak 
manufacturers could adjust their labor condi-
tions, to suit their business requirements is 
past and that in the future they will have to 
adjust their business to the requirements of 
labor When you will become convinced of 
that then there will never be any trouble be-
tween our International Union and your firm. 
However he was rather startled at my state-
ment. "But I do not believe that the people 
like this arrangement," contended one of the 
firm. I said, "leave it to us and everything 
will be O. K." 
Mr. Cohen then took me through the plant 
and showed me all of the conveniences of the 
place. "In this place one can work 10 hours 
a day without feeling inconvenienced," said 
Mr. Cohen. "And with still more convenience 
work 8 hours," I replied. After that he gave 
me up in despair. 
At the Union Depot in Cleveland I had a 
five minutes talk with Brothers Feit, Fromer 
and> Berkowitz who were at the station. They 
asked me to stay over Tuesday night in Cleve-
land, but knowing that the case of Max Salo-
mon would come up at the Grievance Commit-
tee Wednesday afternoon, I proceeded to 
New York. 
THE WORK OF OUR ORGANIZERS 
By PRESIDENT ROSENBERG 
At the last meeting of the General 
Execut ive Board eight organizers have 
l>een appointed to work in various locali-
ties in the United States and Canada. 
Their formal weekly reports disclose 
much progress all along the line. 
Conradc Weinberg has visited Balti-
more. Md., Cincinnati, O . . Louisville, 
Ky.. St. I^mis. Mo . and Milwaukee. Wis . 
In all of these cities a number of mass 
meetings and shop meetings have l>een 
held. T h e various locals, with one o r 
t w o exceptions, are m good condition. 
•Of the exceptions. Baltimore and Mil-
waukee will require further attention. 
A new local union of cloakmakers has 
been organized in Louisville, K y . ; an-
other, consisting of alteration tailors, is 
about to be formed in St. Louis, Mo. 
Organizer Weinberg is now in Chicago, 
imparting a stimulous to the good cause 
there. 
Covering the same period of time Or-
ganizer Fromer has visited Bridgeport 
* and New Haven, Conn., Worcester. 
Mass., Albany, Troy, Syracuse, Rochester 
and Buffalo, N. Y.. Toronto, Canada and 
Akron and Cleveland, Ohio. He is now 
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on his way to Detroit, Kalamazoo and 
Jackson, Michigan. 
All of the locals except that in Syra-
cuse, N. Y., are in a satisfactory condi-
tion. Organizer Fromer has been in-
strumental in organizing a new local 
union of cloakmakers and ladies* tailors 
in Buffalo, N. Y., and a local union of 
Cutters in Toronto, Canada. 
A local union of Skirtmakers has also 
been formed in Akron, Ohio. Its mem-
bers are employed on work belonging to 
Korak & Co., of Cleveland. According 
to independent information from Cleve-
land, Fromer's work there cannot be 
sufficiently apreciated and a prolongation 
of his stay in that city has been requested. 
Miss Josephine Casey has been ap-
pointed to work among the American 
women workers in the ladies garment 
trade. In view of the difficulties attend-
ing the organization of women workers 
in general and of American women 
workers in particular, if would not be 
fair to expect immediate results. How-
ever, information has reached us from 
St. Louis, Mo., that Miss Casey's pres-
ence in that city has been productive of 
good. She is now staying in Cincinnati 
where her work is calculated to be more 
successful. Miss Casey will then pro-
ceed to Chicago, where she will under-
take the organization of the women 
skirtmakers. and ladies' waist and dress-
*wnakers. We feel confident that our 
Chicago locals will do all they can to aid 
her in that work. 
Yice-President Greenberger has visited 
Baltimore in the interests of the ladies* 
tailors, with good results. He is now in 
Philadelphia, engaged in the work of or-
ganizing the cloak and suit cutters and 
preparing the ground for the next winter 
season. 
Vice-President Israel S. Feit has been 
appointed to look after the locals in 
Cleveland and help in framing the de-
mands to be presented to the manufac-
turers of that city. To our best know-
ledge he is successful in his work. He 
ha? also been instrumental in bringing 
about better relations with the Bohemian 
outside contractors of that city, who have 
always blocked the way towards attain-
ing better conditions of labor. 
Vice-President Dubinsky has been ap-
pointed as organizer for the New Fng-
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land states. Naturally he spends most 
of his time in Boston. But he also looks 
after the nearby cities, such as Worcester, 
where a local union of ladies' waists and 
White Goods Workers is now being or-
ganized, and Sprinfield, Mass., where 
the existing local union, composed of 
alteration hands, requires direction and 
guidance. In Boston Bro. Dubinsky has 
been successful in organizing a local un-
ion of petticoat makers and another un-
ion of underwear workers. Local Un-
ion No. 36, Ladies' Tailors, which has 
been for some time past in a state of 
decay, is recruiting its strength, mainly 
as a result of Bro. Dubinsky's indefatiga-
ble energy, and will soon be restored to 
its earstwhile militant capacity. 
Bro. Janow's organizing services have 
unfortunately had to be dispensed with-
Originally he had been appointed to work 
in the small cities around New York. 
But while in Hartford, Conn., where the 
duties of looking after the strike in con-
nection with Local 74 devolved on him. 
he has been pursuing a scheme of pri-
vate enterprise, thus neglecting the in-
terests of the strike. 
Bro. Elstein, as Secretary of the Dis-
trict Council of New York, watches over 
the interests of the smaller locals of 
Greater New York, chiefly Local 62, 
White Goods Workers and Local 39, 
Petticoat makers. In both of these locals 
a vigorous movement is now taking 
place. 
The District Council of Philadelphia 
has appointed Bro. Dornblum as organ-
izer, the International Union contribut-
ing a part of the expenses. New office 
premises have been secured for the ex-
clusive business of the Council. Bro. 
Dornblum is devoting his tjnie and at-
tention mainly to the Ladies' Tailors and 
the Cloak & Skirt finishers. 
From this brief review of our present 
activity it will be seen, that we are 
steadily advancing. There is no reason 
why we should not keep up this rate of 
progress, in which case we shall soon 
figure as the third great international un-
ion in the American Federation of 
Labor. 
Courage, Sisters and Brothers, our 
outlook for the future is bright and 
hopeful. 
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New* from San Francisco 
ORGANIZER JAMES H1MME1/S REPORT 
This week I have called on several firms 
here who are in the cloak making industry, 
and have shirt waist factories. There are in 
this city about thirty firms who make suits 
for women, employing from two to fifty 
people, including women workers, in a shop. 
There are about five hundred Workers all 
together, and next week I think that I have 
two large shops who will use the label I 
would request that you send mc your label 
contracts so that I can have the firms sign 
same, submit them to the Local, and then for-
ward them to your office. 
I am also reorganizing Local No. 8, as they 
have become all mixed up, and on Wednesday 
I have a meeting with the Independent 
Ladies' Tailors Union, about thirty members, 
and I think that I will have no trouble in 
getting them to affiliate with Local No. 8. 
The Journeymen Tailors are trying to claim 
them, but 1 will sec that they come into the 
International where they belong. The United 
Tailors, who make mens, womens and child-
rens clothing have all members of the Jour-
neymen Tailors employed, shall I claim those 
that arc employed by this firm who are making 
women's wear? 
I expect to send for a charter for the shirt 
waist workers very soon, as two firms told me 
that they would put in a line of Union Label 
women's wear if you will send them the 
names of Eastern firms who make this line. 
Please send me the same. There are several 
firms here also who make women's wear in the 
shirt waist and etc. line. I am working on 
them also. 
As soon as you send me the label agree-
ments I will send in the names of the firms 
that will employ nothing but members of No. 8. 
Next week I will send in a better report as I 
have been interviewing the firms this week, and 
have made arrangements to call, and take the 




On March i8th last I proceeded to Balti-
more, Md., in accordance with instructions, 
remaining there until April 2nd. I attended 
all the meetings and advised the officers and 
members to the best of my ability. On March 
29th, a strike was called at Fueschel's shop. 
The strike affected 18 members, "but was 
quickly won, the firm granting the men's de-
mands for shorter hours and an increase of 
$2.00 in wages. While there I also addressed 
a very successful mass meeting at which a 
number of members were enrolled. 
On returning to Baltimore from the G. E. B. 
meeting I remained there until April 17th, 
when I was called back to New York. Sub-
sequently I visited Passaic and Newark, N. J., 
• and also Brownsville and Brooklyn, N. Y, 
where I succeeded in settling a strike affecting 
nearly 40 people at the firm of Stern & Co. 
On May 4th I received instructions to pro-
ceed to Philadelphia, Pa. My work there 
mainly consisted in helping the Cutters Union, 
Local 53. The Local is now in very good con-
dition. About half of the workers of the 
trade are already organized, while plans for 
thorough organization are well under way. I 
also attended the meetings of the locals which 
are all in flourishing condition. 
WORLDLY TREASURES. 
Hope's a splendid mate to have 
When you go a-walking. 
Faith's a splendid pal to see 
When you start a-talking. 
Charity of thought's a friend 
Worth an honoured greeting. 
Toleration is a theme 
That will bear repeating. 
Mercy is a fairy grand; 
Love's a worldly treasure. 
Virtues these we each should own 
In abundant measure. 
—Ben Turner. 
MANUFACTURERS USING OUR UNION LABEL 
On Waists 
H. Frank & Co., 33 West 17th Street, New York City. 
Sam Grossman & Co., 37 East 17th Street, New York City. 
Solomon & Steiner, 34 West 15th Street, New York City. 
On Cloaks and Suite 
Spies & Alper, 174 Springfield Avenue, Newark, New Jersey. 
* 
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The Silver Jubilee Celebration of the Bakery and Confectionery 
Worker* International Union. 
WITH SPECIAL REFERENCE TO THE JEWISH BAKERS OF NEW YORK 
By A. ROSEBURY. 
Early this year the Bakery and Confection-
ery Workers International Union of America 
has celebrated its 25th Anniversary and has 
issued on that occasion a special illustrated 
number of its official journal in German and 
English. The Union has had a strenuous 
career It has waged economic battles of no 
mean importance. It has suffered from in-
ternal conflicts. But it has finally emerged 
victorious. Its record for the last ten yaars 
is a record of process all along the line and 
a marked improvement of labor conditions 
everywhere, even among the most miserable, 
poverty stricken and oppressed Jewish bakers 
of New York and New Jersey. We heartily 
join in the general congratulations upon its 
splendid achievements. 
ADVANCED AND SOCIALISTIC 
Its membership consists of German-Ameri-
can and Jewish elements and this perhaps 
accounts for the fact that compared with 
more or less purely American trade unions, 
the Bakers' International Union is more ad-
vanced and socialistic. 
Another reason for this may be found in 
the peculiarly unnatural conditions obtaining 
in the bakery trade. If it is true that drastic 
evils require drastic remedies, then it is not 
surprising that its leaders and organizers rec-
ognize, in the words of the preamble to its 
constitution, "that only the emancipation of 
the working classes as advocated through 
Socialism will finally and forever remove the 
m justice under which we are forced to suffer 
to-day." What justification indeed is there 
for the journeymen bakers in this 20th century 
v still to be compelled to work in underground 
cellars, in murky, black, poisoned and disease-
laden atmosphere, shut out from the sunshine 
and pure air of heaven, unless it be the fact 
that profits of trade are accounted more sa-
cred than human life and health? And so the 
Bakery and Confectionery Workers Interna-
tional Union officially upholds Socialist tenets. 
1886—1908. 
The Union has held thirteen national con-
ventions. The first, which took place in Pitts-
burg. Pa., in 1886, saw its birth. The inde-
pendent unions, or branches of the Knights 
of Labor, in existence previous to that time, 
did not go beyond the medieval notion of try-
ing to maintain the price of bread. But with 
the rise of the International Union a new 
spirit came upon the journeymen bakers and 
they decided to press demands for the amelior-
ation of their condition. These included the 
gradual substitution of day for night work, the 
elimination of Sunday labor and the 12 hour 
day. 
Progress was slow but steady during the 
intervening years. It was not until the thir-
teenth convention in 1908, heldNn Washington, 
D. C , that rapid progress was reported, both 
in membership and funds. From less than 
three thousand in 1809, the membership in 
1008 was reported as being 14,582 and its funds 
then amounted to $40,000. At the end of 1910 
the membership increased by a further 6,000 
and its funds by $20,000. 
CHANCE IN LAROR CONDITIONS 
Not only numerically and financially did the 
Union register progress, but also in the matter 
of improved labor conditions. In 1886, writes 
one of its pioneers, a journeyman baker received 
$4.00 and board for 15 and 17 hours a day, 
six days in the week and Saturdays 24 hours. 
But owing to the vigorous agitation, carried 
on generally and locally, the Union ultimately 
succeeded in abolishing night-work and Sunday 
labor in many places. 
Thus in San Francisco, Cal., rits members 
won an eight-hour day, five days in the week. 
Fridays, 0 hours. In St. Louis, Mo., its mem-
bers work 9 hours a day, six days in the week, 
instead of seven days, under better sanitary 
conditions, and receive between $15.00 and 
$21.00 a week in wages, instead of $10.00 and 
$12.00 formerly paid them. In Seattle, Wash., 
a nine hours' day obtains, with wages ranging 
from $20.00 to $25.00 a week, instead of $10.00 
and $14.00 originally paid for longer hours. 
The local union there also claims that during 
the last ten years it had only one strike. Simi-
lar conditions now prevail in many cities 
throughout the states. Even among the Jewish 
workers of New York and New Jersey where 
labor conditions were the worst and struggles 
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most determined, the awn realized marked 
improvements in wages and hours as a direct 
result of agitation and organization. 
LOCAL 24 RUNS ITS OWW B A K U * . 
In San Jose, Cat., Local Union 24, success-
fully runs its own Union bakery, under the 
name of the San Jose Baking Co. The idea 
originated in a lockout forced by the bosses 
to maintain the open shtp. For some years 
Local 24 was face to face with serious financial 
difficulties, while the master Bakers' Associa-
tion of the vicinity tried its utmost to cripple 
this Union label enterprise and get it out of 
its way. 6ut the men with one solitary ex-
ception, stock to their union principles. Finally 
the International Union came to its assistance 
with $1,000 and the wheel of fortune turned. 
The bakery is now on a sound business foot-
ing. It has confounded its enemies and over-
came all obstacles. It is now flourishing, hav-
ing an open market for the sale of its label 
bread, while several of its most persistent 
opponents failed financially. 
SICK AND DEATH BENEFIT FEATURES 
It goes withatit saying that its sick and 
death benefit features have contributed a good 
deal to its success. In this respect tfie Bakery 
International Union resembles many of its sister 
unions which are affiliated with the American 
Federation of Labor. In course of the last 
seven years when its sick and death benefit 
fund opened, the yearly benefit disbursements 
grew steadily from $557-00 in the first year 
to over $t6,ooo.oo paid in 1910. During the 
same time the Union has also paid no less 
than $141.00000 in strike benefit. Its next 
convention is to be held in September in 
Kansas City, Mo., when it hopes to report 
further progress. 
THE JEWISH BAKERS OF NEW YORK 
The Jewish Bakers of New York now form 
a very important element of the organized 
workers of the East Side and are said to con-
stitute some of the biggest locals of the Bakery 
Internationa! Union. 
The Jewish organized workers in whatever 
trade are known to be strenuous and persistent 
fighters for their human rights, when once 
roused from their appathy and indifference, 
and the Jewish Bakers are no exception to this 
rule Since the last few years they have been 
constantly prepared for economic warfare. 
Experience has taught them that in order to 
matt toe aggressiveness of their employers it 
behooves them always to keep their powder 
FORMER CONDITIONS WORST ON RECORD 
Before the idea of Unionism made any 
headway among them the labor conditions of 
the Jewish bakers were the worst on record. 
They are best described in the words of Ber-
nard Weckstefn, one of the officers of Local 
Union No. 167, Newark, N. J, 
"The word 'deplorable,"* writes Weckstein, 
"is not sufficient to illustrate the misery and 
poverty of our brethren, the bakery workers 
of New Jersey... Fifteen or twenty years ago 
a bakerry worker was treated worse than a 
negro slave m the South. 20 and 22 hours a 
day, seven days in the week, was considered 
reasonable. A good journeyman baker was 
paid a monthly wage of $10.00 to $12.00. second 
hand men received no more than $6.00 to $8.00. 
Weeks passed during which a bakery worker 
could not see bis wife and children... The 
yoke of slavery weighed on the bakery worker 
50 heavily that his mental grasp was paralyzed, 
rendering him unable to give a thought to his 
salvation... It was easier to enlighten an Es-
kimo than to explain Trade Unionism to a 
Jewish bakery worker... But as soon as a 
number of men met to discuss their conditions, 
the bosses became cruel and their treatment of 
the workers was rendered unbearable." 
This word picture fully applies to the Jewish 
journeymen bakers of New York City when 
no union existed among them. Organized 
workers know that what Eckstein says of the 
bosses of New Jersey is true of all employers 
when there is no union to check their greed. 
No wonder therefore that the Jewish organ-
ized bakers are determined fighters and that 
they cherish advanced ideas. 
OPPONENTS BECOME FRIENDS. 
Many years, however, elapsed before the 
Jewish bakers could be roused to a perception 
of the necessity of practical organization. At 
first they were adherents of the I. \V- W. 
and strong opponents of the International 
Union. It was not until after the thirteenth 
convention in 1909 that they perceived the 
advantages' of organizing under the practical 
leadership of an old-established trade union; 
Now the past is dead and buried and the 
Jewish Bakers' Union, Local 100, of New 
York City, is numerically one of the largest 
locals. Within the short period of its exist-
ence, Local 100, acting jointly with the other 
locals of New York and Brooklyn, has done 
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much to better the conditions of the Jewish 
bakery workers and to keep the master bakers 
in check. 
T H E DECISIVE STRUGGLE or 1909 
Now that Local too had at its beck and call 
ort influential and financially strong Interna-
tional Union, it immediately set in motion a 
vigorous agitation with the object of prepar-
ing for a great and decisive struggle in May 
following, when all contracts bad to be renewed. 
On May 1st, 1909, a general strike was called, 
but as a good many of the journeymen bakers, 
especial!) those employed by the large bak-
eries, were outside of the organization, the 
struggle was at first rather doubtful. Event-
ually public opinion was won over to the good 
cause, and at the end of nine weeks Local too 
secured a complete victory, the employers 
conceding the demands for better conditions, 
including: recognition of the Union and a 
Union shop, a ten hour day, increase in 
wages, adoption of the union label and im-
proved sanitary conditions. The union had 
now extended its influence over 200 bakeries 
and had improved the conditions of about one 
thousand employees. 
INGENIOUS PROVISION FOR THE UNEMPLOYED. 
One of the most difficult problems confront-
ing them is the manner of dealing with the 
unemployed, who are said' to consist of 30 
per cent, of their members, but even in this 
matter the leaders, as well as the rank and file, 
have acquitted themselves creditably, and de-
serve to be congratulated upon the result. I 
am afraid no other union would find it possi-
ble to follow their example. By a special 
resolution the members in full employment 
pledged themselves to give up one day's work 
in every two weeks and in this way every 
unemployed member is provided with two 
day's work a week. 
THEIR RECENT VICTORY. 
In May. 1910, the Union experienced no 
difficulty in the matter of renewing the agree-
ments. All the employers signed the contracts 
^itjiout question. This year, however, the 
employers attempted to measure strength with 
the powerful Local too. The only fresh de-
mand presented was an increase of two dollars 
a week in wages. The employers of Brooklyn, 
Brownsville and Harlem conceded the mod-
erate demands amicably and signed contracts 
with their respective local unions. But the 
downtown employers forced a strike cm the 
reluctant employees. Apparently their sole 
motive was to rid tbeswelves of some of their 
smaller competitors whom » strike would 
mostly affect. They were also anxious to 
withdraw the beneficient provision instituted 
by the Union whereby the unemployed are 
afforded two days' work a week. They formed 
an independent Association with the avowed 
object of overawing their employees. 
But the organized employees refused to be 
overawed by what they considered as a feigned 
attempt on the part of their employers and 
were prepared to meet them in a proper fight-
ing spirit The result was that the employers 
could not hold out longer than five days. 
One by one the members of the new associa-
tion came and signed the contract on the 
Union terms, thus acknowledging themselves 
beaten and their new association disrupted. 
In conclusion mention should be made of 
the excellent weakly Jewish journal, published 
by the Jewish bakery workers of New York, 
under the editorial supervision of J . Epstein. 
This has proved an effective weapon in their 
hands and is also at the same time a source 
of information and education. It is hoped 
that the next national convention will recognize 
the urgent necessity of this journal and its 
power for good anil will come to its financial 
assistance. 
A tribute should also be paid to the good 
service rendered by J. Goldstein, the General 
organizer of the New York Locals, who has 
for some time acted as organizer of the Waist-
makers' Union, Local 35, and M. Kazimirsky, 
who.is well known among trade unionists of 
New York City. In these the Jewish bakers 
have two able organizers devoted to their 
cause. 
• 
Men Wanted Who— 
Have character. 
Are never idle. 
See opportunities. 
Can show results. 
Have original ideas 
Never recognize defeat. 
Can act without orders. 
Carry out an agreement. 
Advocate square deal. 
Do something every day. 
See their duty and do it. 
Accomplish what they begin. 
Are not afraid to be leaders. 
Merit the confidence of others. 
Can originate as well as follow. 
Have the ability, honor and integrity. 
Are not frightened by competition. 
Profit by mistake of others. 
Do to-day the things that could wait 
until to-morrow.—Progress Magazine.. 
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The Modern Society Woman. 
By CUt-trad* Baraant 
A new type of Society woman is rapidly 
being developed in this country. She is eager 
to get into society, not out of it, into exclusive 
little groups. Her ambition is to get into the 
swim of the entire American social sea. She 
seeks the fullest scope, stimulous and depth 
of life in the broadening circles of society. 
These women are realizing how inter-de-
pendent are all sorts and conditions of human 
beings. The house-wife, curiously following 
her grandmother's spinning-wheel into the 
factory, finds there conditions which are peril-
ous alike to the mill girl and to the girl who 
buy* her infected -cotton product. The artist, 
the composer, the author find among the low-
liest, a naivete, grace, charm and vitality, long 
since lost from academies. The economist re-
vises her text-book with the assistance of 
the president of the bookbinder's union. The 
mother of the millionaire discusses with moth-
ers of child laborers, proposed legislation for 
the protection of childhood. It is a matter 
- of pride to the lady of leisure that she has 
gained the friendship of the glove-worker, and 
boot-and-shoc maker; that she, the possesor of 
mere book-learning, is not held in contempt by 
that self-made woman, the heroine of the 
overall trade 
Most conspicuously among women who are 
asking for the ballot, the realization of inter-
dependence is helping to remove social bar-
riers. All women, before the laws of the 
country, if not on the blue books, are of equal 
rank, or lack of rank; being classed, without 
exception with children, idiots and criminals. 
With a common sense of injustice, feminine 
descendents of Patrick Henry, Tom Paine and 
Thomas Jefferson, ignore social differences and 
march shoulder to shoulder in campaigns to 
secure their "inalienable rights"—to secure the 
fullest possible social equality with man. 
In woman's mind, the balance in the scales 
of sex, has fluctuated marvellously during the 
last century. Once she was featherweight in 
her own estimation, while her lord and master 
tipped the beam with ponderous importance, 
as Mr. Israel Zangwcli illustrates by a quota-
tion from Dickens' Mr. Sapsea. 
"When I made my proposals," said Mr. 
Sapsea. in speaking of his spouse, "she did me 
the honor to be so overshadowed with a spe-
cies of awe as to be able to articulate only 
the two words, 'Oh Thou/ meaning myself." 
i 
tMEXT W O R K E R 
Unfortunately for Mr. Sapsea, as Zangwelt 
points out, Mrs. Sapsea has now turned suf-
fragist. **She no longer cries 4oh thou/ She 
no longer leaves the phrase unfinished To-
day it is, 'Oh thou hypocrite! Oh thou bully! 
at gentlest, 'Oh thou monopolist!" 
There is no stronger social bond than a 
laugh in common, and woman of all classes 
are laughing, together, to-day at the Sapsea 
pose of man. 
The true daughters of the American Revolu-
tion are not content with inheriting only the 
names of the fathers of liberty, equality and 
fraternity, but cherish, even more, their prin-
ciples and spirit. They are striving to abolish 
artificial barriers of rank, religion, race, color 
and sex. And it begins to seem possible that 
in the twentieth century, the true society wom-
an, leaning upon man's strength, may point 
out to him a new world of Democracy, may 
help lltm to realize the dream of a complete 
Republic.
 f 
Notes from The Women's Trade 
Union League. 
A letter from the Masons Laborers Union. 
No. 190, of Albany, included a set of resolu-
tions on the question of woman suffrage, set-
ting a good example to the Labor World. 
The resolutions read as follows:— 
"Whereas the Mason Laborers Union ioo 
feel that working women do suffer actual 
hardship consequent on their political disability; 
Be it Resolved; That this body call upon 
Senator Sage and the Assemblymen of Albany 
County to do all in their power to secure 
favorable reports from the Judiciary Commit-
tees and when the suffrage resolution is re-
ported, to vote to submit it to the voters; and; 
Resolved, that a copy of these resolutions be 
handed to-morrow to the Chairman of the 
Judiciary Committees, the Senators and As-
semblymen from this county and the President 
of the Senators and the Speakers of the 
House. 
Miss Maud Younger, who formerly worked 
in the^New York League and is now a mem 
ber of the San Francisco Central Labor Coun-
cil, sends word of the 8-hour law for women 
which has been won in California by organized 
labor. 
Organized labor put the 8-hour law before 
all other Labor Legislation with the result 
that it went through the Assembly in spite of 
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"big business" and passed the Senate by vote 
of 54 to 5. 
She also states that the suffrage amendment 
in California passed the Assembly by vote of 
66 to 12 and the Senate by 33 to 5.—and will 
be voted on this fall.—October 10th. She says 
enthusiastically. "We are going to win.** 
The organizing work of the League is mov-
ing rapidly. In all quarters the working wom-
en are gaining a new spirit of self-reliance 
which finds its natural outlet in organization. 
The increasing demands on the League have 
made it necessary to have two new workers, 
an organizer and an office assistant. 
The Box Makers who are rapidly recover-
ing from their strike, held a concert and 
dance which proved successful, socially and 
financially. With Miss Schneiderman and a 
new American organizer, .they have a promis-
ing future. 
The White Goods Workers arc increasing 
in numbers steadily; many new members were 
added last month. On May 26th, the White 
Goods Workers have held a mass meeting at 
which Mr. Gompers, President of the Ameri-
can Federation of Labor, spoke with vigor. 
Miss Scott, the American organizer, reports 
that the Hat Trimmers are making new agree-
ments and have succeeded in increasing prices 
in settled shops. 
The Neckwear Makers have taken the ad-
vanced steps of training their own workers 
to do their organizing. 
A Conference on the Church and the Union 
Label was held under the auspices of the 
Label Committee of the Women's Trade Un-
ion League of New York. Among the speak-
ers were the Rev. Howard Molish, of the 
Church of the Holy Trinity, of Brooklyn; 
Rev. John P. Peters: Rabbi Wise, of the Free 
Synagogue; Father White, Superintendent of 
tfle^Catholic Charities; Rev. Dr. Holmes, of 
the Church of the Messiah. Organized labor 
was represented by the following speakers:— 
Mr. Hugh Frayne, Organizer American Fed-
eration of l£ber ; Mr. Peter Brady, Secretary 
Allied Printing Trades Council and Miss 
Elizabeth Dutcher, Chairman of the Label 
Committee of the Women's Trade Union 
League. 
The Conference unanimously adopted the 
following; 
Whereas, the condition of the working class 
in this city is admittedly deplorable, 45 per 
cent of the heads of families receiving less 
than $624 a year, while the Charity Organiza-
tion Society and the Child Welfare Committee 
have, after careful investigation, determined 
that it is impossible to maintain efficiency {or 
a family of five persons on less than $000 a 
year, and Whereas, there are men and women 
working in this city and throughout the nation 
in many instances seven days a week and in 
others from twelve to fourteen hours a day, 
for the bare necessities of life, and Whereas, 
the inevitable effects of such poorly recom-
pensed labor are. under modern conditions of 
industry, poor food, bad housing, disease, and 
crime in this generation, and an exhausted 
vitality for the generations to come, and 
Whereas, these effects work widespread de-
moralization and the lowering of the standard 
of spiritual life in the nation, and Whereas, 
the union label as adopted by organized labor 
in this country, is a trade mark, pasted, 
stamped, sewn or riveted on the product by 
the workers themselves to show that the pro-
duct was made under regulations mutually 
agreed upon by the employer and the trade 
union in each industry, the regulations varying 
in different crafts, but all tending towards, 
(1) Organization of the shop in which the 
label product was made, so that the individual 
bargain is superseded by the collective bargain. 
(2) The living wage. (3) The eight-hour day. 
(4) The sanitary shop and enforcement of the 
law, and Whereas, the union label is a legal, 
peaceful and concrete step towards social ad-
justment, presupposing a trade agreement, 
fair to both employee and manufacturer, and 
of benefit to the manufacturer, (1) Through 
standardizing the trade and diminishing un-
fair competition. (2) Through bringing about 
a co-operative spirit between employer and 
employee. (3) As a means to advertising the 
product. Therefore, we, the undersigned, rec-
ognizing that the practical endorsement of the 
label affords a unique opportunity to the out-
sider interested in social problems to register 
his convictions and do his part toward pre-
venting poverty and furthering industrial 
peace, do so endorse the union label and re-
commend the purchasing of such labeled arti-
cles by the public at large. 
• 
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A CRY FROM INDIANOPOUS FOR JUSTICE 
Indianapolis, Ind., May 10, 1911. 
To the Great American Public, which in 
Its Final Conclusion is Always Right: 
Now that the dramatic and sensational 
features and humane interest phase of 
the McNamara case has run its course, 
public excitement has subsided, and the 
time for calm and deliberate considera-
tion has arrived, we, the officers of the 
International Unions, with headquarters 
in Indianapolis, desire to make our posi-
tion clear: 
As business institutions, do our organi-
zations differ from other business insti-
tutions ? As union officials do we differ 
in any way from other citizens ? Can our 
persons be ruthlessly violated, our legal 
rights ignored, and our offices officially 
burglarized? 
Webelievethat every individual accused 
of crime is entitled to a fair and speedy 
trial before an unprejudiced judge and 
jury. To this end money is a necessity, 
and we propose to see that John J. Mc-
Namara is supplied with the money to 
make an adequate defense and to be able 
to a\*ail himself in every way of the facili-
ties that are open to every man accused 
of crime to establish his innocence. 
On the evening of Saturday, April 22, 
while attending to his official duties, John 
T. McNamara, secretary-treasurer of the 
International Association of Bridge and 
Structural Iron Workers, was arrested 
in his. office without service of warrant, 
hustled to the police court, and, without 
regard to the provisions of the law rela-
tive to extradition proceedings, and while 
his associates were held prisoners in their 
own headquarters by local and imported 
detectives, was given summary hearing 
in a court having no jurisdiction, denied 
the right to be heard by himself and 
counsel, guaranteed by the constitution, 
and was then immediately transported 
from this State to the confines of a jail 
in another State. His office was then 
feloniously entered, his safe was drilled, 
the papers of the organization were ex-
tracted from their receptacles, and the 
organization left without the service of 
its fiduciary officer. No opportunity was 
given Mr. McNamara to arrange his per-
sonal affairs, or for the orderlv transac-
tion of his official duties. If this method 
of procedure is sanctioned, are we not 
all in the same peril? May not the offi-
cers of the law, or private detective agen-
cies, enter our offices at any time, arrest 
us, ransack our files, and place our or-
ganizations in such a condition that they 
cannot transact their official business? 
Is this the new short cut that has been 
made for the overthrow of trade union-
ism? Failing in the usual assaults on 
the trade unions as such, are their Inter-
national headquarters to be at the mercy 
of private detective agencies in the em-
ploy of manufacturers' associations-
There are in Indianapolis eight interna-
tional headquarters. All of the Interna-
tional Unions whose headquarters are 
located here were invited by official rep-
resentatives of the city to make this city 
their home. Some of them have been 
here for years, the International Typo-
graphical Union for twenty-three years 
down to the latest addition, the Interna-
tional Brotherhood of Bookbinders with 
an official residence of a few months. 
They all employ citizens of Indianapolis 
as clerks, accountants, bookkeepers, 
stenographers, etc., and at the highest 
wages paid for this class of labor. They 
have on deposit in Indianapolis banks at 
the present time, and have had for years, 
hundreds of thousands: yes, millions, of 
dollars, that in turn flow through the 
avenues of trade, money that has been 
an important factor in making Indian-
apolis the great commercial city that it 
is. Are we then entitled to no considera-
tion from the officers of the municipality. 
or the representatives of the State? If 
the procedure in the McNamara case is 
to be officially endorsed, then we can 
safely assume that the answer to our 
question is in the negative. 
Under our legal procedure, every per-
son arrested is presumed to be innocent 
until proven guilty. We know John J. 
McNamara. He is an industrious, relia-
ble, painstaking and courteous gentleman. 
He is a graduate of an Indianapolis law 
school, thus making manifest his ambi-
tion to tread the paths that lead to higher 
planes of activity. In every way, so far 
as we know, he is a model citizen. Un-
S 
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demanding the character of the man as So that our position may be definitely 
we do\ 'e*are slow to believe him guilty understood m ™ * a * « > S X n as 
of the revolting and heinous crime position and attitude that have been as-
charged against him. So we propose signed*to us by certain newspapers and 
that he shall have a fair and impartial employers' associations we make this 
trial, and to that end we shall devote our statement signed by all the members of 
energies to the raising of a sufficient fund the Conference of Executive pfficers of 
to guarantee the accomplishment of the the' International Trade Unions with 
object we have in view. Can there be headquarters in Indianapolis. 
any objection to this by any citizen of 
this country? Notwithstanding that Mr. 
McNamara has been tried in some of the All our locals, L L. G- W. U., are 
newspapers, and a verdict of guilty ren- requested to consider our appeal for sup-
dcred; notwithstanding that the manufac- port of the McNamara Defense Fund, re-
turers* and merchants' associations and cently addressed to them and to respond 
other associations of employers of labor generously. All contributions and dona-
have met and officially rendered a verdict tions should be addressed to : John A. 
of guilty, we decline to accept that ver- Dyche, Gen. Sec'y-Treas., I. L. G. W. U., 
diet. We will accept no verdict except n Waverly Place, New York City. 
the one that is rendered by a legally con-
stituted court and jury. We are thank-
ful to our critics for their good advice, McNAMARA DEFENSE FUND. 
but we believe we know our business, 
and we propose to conduct ourselves in Donations Received 
accordance with the dictates of our best Amalg. Gar. Cutters Local No. 10 $25.00 
judgment. The trade unions of this Reefer Makers, Local No. 17 25.00 
country, not the present critics of the Lad. Waist Makers, Local No. 25 25.00 
trade union movement, have built up that Cleveland Skirt Makers, Local No. 27.. 10.00 
movement to be the tremendous force that .Cleveland Pressers, Local No. 37 10.00 
it is to-day. As representatives of that Balto. Cloak Makers, Local No. 4 5.00 
movement, we believe we understand its Cincinnati Cutters, Local No. 48 5.00 
aims and its aspirations. We believe we Boston Waist Makers, Local No. 49. . . . 3.00 
understand the desires of its members, Toledo Cloak Makers, Local No. 67. . . . 5.00 
and we will endeavor to make these aims, Cincinnati Skirt Makers, Local No. 85.. 5.00 
aspirations and desires effective through _ 
the channels that we select. Total $118.00 
BRITISH LABOR NOTES 
By Ben Turner 
The State is at last assuming responsibility dolar$ and 50 cents, to tide over the time of 
f«*«thc awful condition of the people when confinement. These two provisions are wel-
suffering from extended sickness or unem- corned as a step in the right direction. Then 
ployment After much pressure from many thcre^jsto be a £1,500,000 or $7,000,000 per 
sources, the Chancellor of the Exchequer has year sePaside and used for the purpose of 
brought in a bill to deal with the subject. providing a\d maintaining consumptive and 
For many years the Trades Union Con- other sanitariums, so that people stricken with 
gresses have adopted resolutions in favor of the curable complaints may be attended to on 
state doctors, and now this bill provides doc- the new sanatorium lines, 
tors free of charge controlled by the state and The sickness payments are not high, but still 
paid from the insurance funds. When the bill range equal to the amounts paid in ordinary 
n r t n H i r ^ 0 " ' n ^ ! 2 i f e l c h i n g . l t ! , e friendly societies, and are to be for men 2 / , doctor and getting well as quickly as possible, j „ , , 
For some.years now the Labor Party have **r W c f o r 3 m o n t n S - a n d l*A for 
asked for help for women, married and un- l h e r e s t oi t f i e Period. For women i # dollars 
married, who become mothers and this bill P e r week for 3 months and 1% for the rest 
provides a maternity allowance of 30/—or 7 of the time. 
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There are no death benefits arranged fcr, 
as this would interfere too much with the 
huge monopolist insurance companies. Tin 
scheme is to apply to 14,750,000 workpeople, 
including clerks, domestic servants, and all 
those except government employees and muni-
cipal employees who arc provided for, and for 
those whose incomes- are below the income 
limit of £t6o a year. 
Another section of the scheme is partly 
compulsory and partly voluntary. The unem-
ployed proposals will apply to about 2,400,000 
folks engaged in the engineering and the build-
ing trades, the other trades will come under a 
voluntary scheme. Any Trade Union that pays 
out of work pay will be able to get a subsidy 
from the state to the amount of one-sixth of 
their out of work payments, and thus the trade 
union spirit will not be undermined but rather 
encouraged. 
The weak feature of the scheme is the 
contributory part. True, one could not expect 
the establishment of such a scheme without 
contributions, both from employers and the 
states, but the tabor Party will try to secure 
that the contributions of 8 cents a week for 
men and 6 cents a week for women, shall not 
apply to those whose incomes are under 4 and 
5 dollars per week. There is to be a contri-
bution by the employer of nearly an equal 
amount as paid by the workman, and the state 
then comes in and adds to it. It is expected 
that by 1915, the cost to the state will be £4,-
500,000 or 22H million dollars per year, and 
the total incomes, then including employers 
and employees, will be about 14 million pounds. 
or 70 million dollars per year.. It is the biggest 
bit of industrial legislation there has been for 
years, and the trades union forces all over 
the kingdom have given it a hearty welcome, 
and will try to get it improved as it passes 
through the Houses of Parliament. The 
trades unionists also recognize that while it is 
a good aid to recovery in time of sickness and 
a help in time.of unemployment, it does not 
touch the root causes of unemployment, con-
sumption, etc., which are low wages, bad 
housing, poor food and overwork, under-work 
and worry. 1 
W t ' « - Tailor,, Loco/ No. 38 
Conference of Employer* and 
Employee 
Adjust* Matter* in D i s p u t e 
'rfff Conference Committee, consisting of 
representatives of Local 38, United Ladies' 
Tailors and representatives of the employers 
having contracts with the Union, met on May 
3 last, to adjust matters in dispute. 
There were present: Messrs. Pkchowski. 
Slatin, Krauss and Prager, representing Local 
3$, and Messrs. Mayer, Blaine, Buxbaum an.] 
Hickson, representing the employers, Mr 
John A. Dyche, secretary of the International 
tadies' Garment Workers Union, acted as 
chairman of the meeting; Mr. Sol. Bosnian, 
organizer of Local 38, acted as spokesman 
for the Union; Mr. Walter H. Bartholomew, 
acted as Secretary of the meeting and spokes-
man for the employers. Mr. M. Weiss, a 
member of Branch A, of the employers As-
sociation, whose case was to come before tin-
meeting for arbitration was also present. 
According to Mr. Rosman, the facts were 
as follows: 
A stoppage of work occurred in Mr. Weiss's 
shop, Wednesday morning, April 26th. IQM, 
which Mr. Weiss alleged was ordered by Mr 
Scherman, an employee and shop chairman, in 
violation of the agreement between the Union 
and the employers. 
The Union, however, claimed that Scher-
man had not ordered the men down, but on 
the contrary had advised them to remain at 
work while he went to the Union Head-
quarters for the purpose of laying the matter 
before the Organizer. The men, however. 
angered at the offensive and insulting manner 
in which Mr. Weiss had addressed them, had 
refused to remain at work. The strike was 
a voluntary act on the part of all the men, 
not the result of an order of the Shop 
chairman. Mr. Weiss further alleged that for 
weeks past Scherman had not done his proper 
share of the work in the skirt department. 
There were two skirt hands, of which Scher-
man was one. It was alleged that of ten 
• pieces of work, the other man had done eighl 
and had the ninth partly finished, while Scher-
man?, had not even completed one. lie was 
therefore discharged for two reasons: for un-
lawfully ordering a strike, and for neglecting 
his work. 
Upon statements being made by Mr. Weiss 
Mr. Rosman, Mr. Bartholomew and Mr. 
Scherman and two witnesses, it appeared that 
Scherman had not called the strike, but thai 
the men had insisted upon quitting. 
The Conference resumed proceedings on 
May 4th when Mr. Buxbaum acted as chair-
man. 
After the proceedings of the previous ses-
sion of the committee have been reviewed, 
(Confirmed on page 14.) 
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Occasional Notes. 
By an Organizer. 
It is amusing to see how many of our 
men still cling to the old-fashioned atti-
tude of men towards women. 
When women first came to work in the 
factory the men thought the only way to 
deal with them was to force them out of 
the industrial field, but they soon learned 
that the same economic pressure that 
kepP the men at the machines was also 
keeping the women at work. Then, in-
stead of joining hands with the women 
and planning to keep up the wage scale, 
the men looked with contempt at every 
effort to get women to view things from 
the social standpoint. In spite of this 
handicap, however, many women organ-
ized successfully and won respect because 
of the manner in which they handled 
their labor problems. 
A few men survive who still believe it 
is not worth while to consider women 
unionists seriously. In our city I found 
that the Joint Board did net bother to 
send the girls' local a report of the meet-
ing, although every other local had re-
ceived a copy. 
In several locals the girls are paying 
lej*s dues than the men. Now we ought 
to know that in a union above all places 
the favor or charity plan will never work. 
Each member must take his or her share 
of the rcsppnsibility. When will our men 
learn that the time has gone by when 
there was any chance of getting the wom-£ 
en out of the trade? IJ men would 
build a strong and solid defense against 
low wages, they will have to treat the 
girls not as children who are to be seen 
and ordered around, but as women, who 
must take their places along with the 
men on the fighting line. It is not only 
justice but wisdom also to accord the 
women the same dignified consideration 
the men demand from each other. 
Calling in a Specialist . 
A few years ago a group of street-car 
men, just organized, were advised by a 
local organizer to begin their strike by 
taking their cars down town and leaving 
them there. The result, of course, was 
that as each man deserted his car he was 
promptly arrested for deliberately block-
ading the street. It was all very well for 
any organizer to get them together but 
before they started to strike they should 
have called in for consultation one of 
their International officers. They would 
have had the advice of a man who had 
specialized in dealing with, street-car 
companies. Had this been done, these 
men to-day would have been organized 
and receiving good wages. 
M T O E L A D I E S ' G A R M E N T W O R K E R 
This -brings home to us the ques t ion: 
A r e we going t o be carried away by the 
eloquence of some local speaker w h o per-
h a p s has never been th rough a successful 
bat t le , or a re we a re going t o consult 
w i th those who have been th rough the 
hardes t fights and won? Are we going 
t o take the advice of an inexperienced 
m a n who tells us t h a t when one of our 
members is sent down the rest of us are 
t o sit a t our machines (bu t not to w o r k ) 
until it is quit t ing t ime and then call a 
shop meet ing? Isn ' t this the tactics of a 
sulky ch i ld ; and wouldn' t the public and 
a n y Arbi t ra t ion Board decide we were all 
w r o n g ? Couldn ' t we call our shop meet* 
itig without the g rand pose at the m a ' 
chine all d a y ? W h a t we must learn is 
n o t t o m a k e so much noise abou t o u r 
gr ievances, but to call our members to -
gether quietly and then deliberately make 
o u r plans to adjust the difficulties; not to 
be carr ied away by the orat ions of the 
inexperienced, but to seek the advice of 
those who have specialized in handl ing 
these problems. 
(Continued from page 12.) 
the employers agreed to waive all further 
consideration of the question as to whether 
Scherman had or had not called the strike, 
and proposed that the case be decided solely 
upon the question of the fact regarding the 
amont of work Schennan had done in the 
shop. The skirt hand who worked with Scher-
man was the first witness called. He testified 
that he had made nine skirts, hut denied that 
there were but ten in all. Scherman was then 
asked to describe all the work he had done 
in the period in question. He enumerated as 
follows: I silk skirt, I linen skirt (half fin-
ished), two cloth skirts, second fittings on 
two others, one princess gown ( i 1/2 days 
work), and first and second fittings on two 
more, besides various odd jobs of cleaning, 
pressing and repair work. He gave the names 
of the women for whom the work was done, 
and described the style of the skirts. 
Mr. Weiss called the other skirt hand to 
state whether he had done any of the work 
described by Scherman. But the latter de-
nied having had anything to do with Schcr-
man's work. 
Mr. Hickson asked Mr. Weiss if he had any 
witnesses, or any books or records of any sort 
to prove his claim that Scherman had not 
K e e p Y o u r W o r d . 
If I were an employer I a m sure I 
would dismiss the man or woman , who, 
wi thout good excuse, s tayed a w a y from 
shop meetings, while the commit tee is 
t rying to fix prices. F o r of all t h e pests 
the most annoying to both employer an<l 
the union is he o r she w h o absents him-
self while prices a re being discussed, be-
cause he is afraid he might not "stand 
in" with the bosses if he a t tended, but 
w h o comes around later finding fault 
that prices a re not higher. I claim that 
where the employer has agreed to the 
prices fixed by the shop the workers 
ought t o keep their par t of the agree-
ment, even if later they find out they 
should have asked for a higher price, 
while prices were being made. I t is not 
square, cifter the salesmen a r c out on the 
road, to dis turb the peace of the shop by 
wrangl ing again over prices already 
agreed on. I t is not the courageous 
t rade unionists who does this but the 
little* sneak w h o is afraid t o serve on any 
committee 
made the work he claimed, and invited him to 
produce evidence of some sort that would 
disprove the testimony of Scherman and the 
other skirt hand. He was unable to do so. 
The Conference Committee in executive ses-
sion then estimated the probable time 
it had taken Scherman to do this work. Elim-
inating the alterations, and figuring only the 
new work done, it appeared that Scherman 
could not be rightly accused of doing insuffi-
cient work. 
The statement was then made that Mr. Weiss 
was not altogether opposed to taking Scherman 
back into his employ after a few weeks had 
elapsed. He wished, however, to keep him out 
for a time as evidence of his authority as boss, 
and to prove his right to discharge. 
The Conference Committee then ruled as 
follows: 1. That Ifh Weiss has not proved 
his charge that Mr. Scherman had neglected 
his work; and, therefore, had no just grounds 
for discharging him for this reason. 2. That 
his statement that he would take him back 
later proved that he did nor regard him as 
incompetent or definitely negligent. 3. That 
the man should be at once re-instated in the 
shop and paid for his lost time. 
Sou ROSMAN, Organiser Local 38. 
WALTER H. BARTHOLOMEW, Sec'y 
of the Employers Association. 
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UR-ON EYEGLASS 
Care for Your Eyes 
We correct all cases of Eye-Strain. Proper 
glasses will Ease your work and give you 
co rne t . 
Glasses Made and Repaired whi le 
y o u wait 
Factory on Premises 
Examinations: S to 9.30. Sunday, 9 to 1. 
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Eaut=3p i n IJ^^n pi^K ipo"3nn H ppist!* 
,]poiiain « 
BxptpaE-njo ipittnpa T»n rWVWP W 
.10 : tnoTpB-a .IBJB 1PE3 !Pi
 Ianari;,:i?i 
W « j n eajwuw D*n4 njn 26 
tsavW pr""oi?B3"K y33na PB p^»n&Mn*c 
/ypfa yjju»R Tin t^ HfyjWqHw'M i n p« 
pw m i n MI p-=»? « |Hi onynju aTpacpi 
.i3«pcn 
cen mBijn Bpnipa ir»»» on Bnn ipo 
41 in B=UO B» ,yp5nmni K ipin^ap; ann np 
.31^ ? IX MH V 9»H ,EXm 1PDMT3KB DH'K 
n urvnejjnuns *nn ?J« Bm ,B"X tf P« 
r:»»Dpj:,w iy?3in tpptnaenpi ix ?ianp3p yx3na 
~n^  pm uryoTgi ix ,npxnti;nrwj poma 
nnrw y'non tptntp ix pn ipnpi:« I'B»O ^p 
-njre'cm lv P» E3?opx ip3ix3"n ipn nn cnii 
£"31* npji'B-Mi w n anas-an. .Hpxnpannn. 
-irt n»» uro^njm jp=» pm pn una a^ nn 
.17 >*P 
Tt tpsnn j M » ,ipDjn« Enjoin J » « « K 
PK ipeHamt w* 9»MI ,17 *>*?& P* UtfiBy* 
•ymw B n^t«p5 i»i prajpn yr j^m /lpeycmpEn 
Hum BBJ»I^O^P pcosjrtp pnp»*t *«n
 fun 
MI ,tPD'npiC^-m tpe EMR ,tjn*np; Ep:pai< 
cart ,ciypno iy»*i n p i ,|nnx urunpj « 
."Ijnu»3wnj» i* PP"» l'ts'o
 fD»otr 
,1*BC*3 PK t»»wu*p r«'W J.90 !•• 
DIPPED ipfin n D^ n ,ip"wjnp3 ||OW)ia t»n 
fnnn2 B3»etm ipi ix 1PJ:B^P2 no |jpaii ' 
TIIB pitfp PB c?npm nr»n »i B»D I«*J 
TTBD K T'n Dnl Bnil AliamSM B»i ,p"WJi P 3 p * 
Ei»TEC»:»Dni( ^yixyiD no t ^ 1"IE jrtyi* 
i&Op fli .*.* c>c^ jp*ipi3itp3 n BID ,tpipu 
p-wjis p* TW»3 ipnipytpy xmy&vtn n ann 
ppryeMi ijrni3 p« mien. ipni3 ipE3insn 
"3"in ipsnn "T pit jwismpssin IB tpsne ix 
n ix eg»"n
 rpB^wps yiyanrya ««• Ep»irp; 
TrtpiP ,17 *«:*> ix 0P3»n ]in niiqjs W'usrn 
•p»o pnpuiK ap'^ix
 rtpno T D cm ^napn 
crt i ^ j w « » t w tp=«n
 fmmsi*on p^ p»x 
P5pns»a jra'toprpii tn^a Tp^ nux lpfiinn n»o 
v Pf cigars npi Btrt rn^a nitgin H *.* 
mqp E3»^rtn n p i npEpnoipc p i pa'D^p 
.17 Kpifi m P « 
IiS^PP'jn jnpTiiie wan B"X np3p» pn 
n t« 03QWB H "3 **&fi 1PT31K iPE l^Eipfi 
p:rw »n t»3 ,B«»II K ]rnj npi« ,IIB«3 Es^wn 
E p^Epcpj EP» tti^nyx lysttasjrapn ipi pr 
.ip^pn 
IPB^P^PT jn?ta^ tp» ,'»o IPE12 opi 
sat^vn »i ti» Jta'CO o « ipoipya ]P3»»T 
»M tjni ! tpsiiBpiDMiR »n Tjro E«n ,mK(»3 
tP3*n MI c»f': 1KB 33Ti?^np t* iPEpspj tP=«n 
iPS'ityaDMin PB nsuw pcma n E3pmpc 
^"n# :Bnp*pip ipBT^pyo ipn E n^ rnT9ii i* 
ipia'B'o H j'Dpo^pipi BpnapES E»3 E?n in»it 
".TWUP B3»^ jwn n IIB 
•p^rt err ,tr^s"p- Bipnp D^ n T»K wn 
— E*np3 BO e«ni p'P 1P3<«n ps^ni — IPE(«; 
tpvyj' IKB a*n pr^yii ,t«'3i» « PB fPE*3p^n 
m tpE»^ pa ipontix ^BEBPPP^ID tp"irns» pM 
^"llw .WtlBCMIH JPO ty ,B3pMp3 IPOKTU 
."TP '^E'O H firiSTEK 3'CTO P^-P^  E»3 lP3(jn " t 
I'M BT tPIT Wn ^ «T "lPBjnppD IP! C^ T P3n^ 
P« flftHi'V i n « T^t3'0 apipDP3 ip3^n 
?33un»^D mn Bjp'T pynx ip3'^"n tpr^pn 
B"p2«*nn'i3 » "ww D«n pn rnrw ;B I«B 0(511 
PM C1P3BPO IPTMIX 1PBHW 3313H»i^ 73 HIK t»P 
VTPr3« opn ]1H J^pK^ piH tpwnif 
"tyw tm rw** niw «pp pET»rtp33m«J EIO 
'P'TTijn D'i3 1PB«^ BT3 B P^3DJ« H fP3*n i^KC 
"'m«Mn
 #ijo tffal8 ! P jnasnysm ,33iBifi 
-311 n p P i inrwj n??3i« pn ECPE^E K \vp 
Wrfm 33'DSDD8D 1VDM"l3 IJ/T |1K ,5«P^ 
MEW "IPBIP pn i»D^8nya3ij tstjn ^KP^5 i n 
H IB ItfPWl D*n '«D IVt326 Dyl 3KD"1B 
PK ,?jn*«w tDnnny3:ij PK JOTIBD w^osn 
DP3"K »IMK irean PI«S W Tt ayo v5vi*p 
•:IK ID>TO ,VDDDBoyp yooD^nnyn n IID 
nyD"3iK yo»D»aWDMK PK yopmnvo 
-ya iv D^ K ,t)-in^ya:ij PK-Djrijm lynjjn 
.O'wne nnw PK o^na nnyo pwn» 
I » I D iyi p* jyma yjjv n pu yj«5 H 
itfSta'o yo8taj»J ,yj"^p \"p r« ,«TB t'K 
D:yp"iyjK \vi$T] D#T .fyc^yn DU « I jyjyp 
iy"t D^D Djypya in tynsn pg9vii »y^ N 
.y38f* 
nxn po. Djynnyne ,DiyeD^3 5VPMD 
nys j^ni ,itp"5 \m iw^rm jypnyo« 
ixn n«c wDar«?8ii pa jyoipy) ^y^yeo PK 
H DpmyaDMK a?D3n oyn jjtfottnyfi 
H pfi *»D PK |yc8D n PD >BD fy^n^ya 
-38 Dy^yn lycMiy D n^ iy |jm fiynwt 
H PK jyjn^ya ya^t lyayayanya^ K yijn 
:iyDijtti xnayaJifD 
P"*IDD Smyaypti « PD D«pD«me>m n 
5MI ,pa .tya^BwaoMK DTMpwa «T T^ K 
PW T'K in3 D$n D^ T ,D3'M IP3^ t 1"K ^ K 
H inn TK nynnn iya$» w jyoipyaoMK 
unainiyfi ryuya pa T K 01*11 iyin^s y^y^o 
lyo'K TK 2ijn 3juyMy3"iyD"3iK i n tvo 
•ayo iu pm ,DP"IDD jyi^oiyo iv D^noya 
t i n iyi3K l«p »o*3 PK oy [pn iyaK , T ^ 
3IJT 181 ,iy33i33nya yiyoyn |wnp iv DIM 
-y"K ! DDyc DP"1DD PK ! DP"1DD : T« 
jy^yii DTJ D"v yo^iy n n t tn oyo^a yi 
Tm "i iy2K ,1^^81^8311* iy^K jyjypiyaK 
! MW«D iyin ?iyi:y lyoyBt? w1? 
\4 «T^8 iyoip I ^ I D Dii3 o"nn iyi PK 
. |PD"¥ yoD3iy 
.onj?p"D nycn *i pn iiKgr Bi^wn *1 
! HJBPKIPT lynaipu 
-no ipfin n PB ipo«3 pn pio asnVip 
~i:w npi ipipa tpTacpam9 W i l ^ ^ i onpp • 
ipprnpnix tin mn«a Esujcn ipi PB « I ^ 
.tPEUap^ pl PPT31K 
-in n B"T nn(ji 6 enpn >i^iftl ipsDrp3 
C^ tf EipalKtS^P3 ,E-HEDMpp |f»«1 DIPPED ipB 
«)MnpB pn ,^ p3nyp3"ipB3in ipi ps 17 ifflfi 
]ni3i' Dippno lyEH n B n^ in(|» 6 »1 J1I 
;P3i^p pn pena ,Dp"nED p^pw Bsnop^sin 
npamin pspip'BnpB Bxiatrpa pn lpfi'jnnpa 
i m a n BiPDpiipD I3painp3
 #iP3|jixnti3n3nn 
pB iPE3M3m p^ piB px ,ty3p^ own eiys3"^jw 
,T»IB ij?in H pn "ipa"3in itfisytiifi 11 
ptpn nn puiED tpoma ipaxp^ v* 
-rpiDip3in vtt E3ITB pono |*» tp3na»73 HW»i 
-pin1?? H i p ' i 3 pnin EIO EBEopppaaio i ^ 
.ip=fo 
H tWI ,T«»3^ Dipp^D 1PBH H PK ,113 
25 i r a ujnrwa tpv*> njn 
'3B3 H 1P3'K
 fD"p3BW n 1P3'K DvnTW 
r w s w 9 t t U < i n pc D^PWTi^wa* PV 
.D1P2DPO 
• j n a n w u H lyftrc vaH9r\ , n JP?BT 
- I B i n iv iponpa T » *wnirop ?B pc &"P 
BriJH frwv .IPHXH3 iv sannap *i 0"2 
iP3ip 9wf9 n n DPII n:»DBnv f p r o r * e n 
4P38D 
n IBC ,11 ;>8PB> i'B oanpa ip>p'V3B2'E 
r a 1 nnwu* tic »!P0B2BS 3 PDVP> 
. i y i i ,31 w * e 
$1,036.00 JPB ]«ff"K'e":'>t 
2,552.60 DVH 
24.05 Tps*3 HJPI='CD;^P 
50 0:*=*; I f w 
1650 cj"c 
1.10 * c :*?" :^ 
11.45 Dtup03"Bipojp 
15.45 c?:?*T>'e r^» 
$3,667.65 ten ^ 
6,105.49 ^je-wip \yzi& p i cay??: 
$9,763.14 tava 
: f P 3 8 a D M K 
$ 38.68 tt«ttm |W Hp:^r»BB ,«rp'oop 
930.50 cpn#«D 
739.05 D'B$ ^ r v ^ m oix 
129.00 eajn 
187.20 DB'BPW r*p;* p* iPPanp 
42.00 ." .t .« >»MlfP .aon ,m«*2 .trn 
140.00 uwpwaijans pipia* 
402.03 tJW0«w papp»trn?e 
$2,608.36 isn 10. 
:oa^B D D2B*B2 B w n j a 
$6,607,05 pa»'2 p« 
547.73 ia*n cijnwpiD p* 
$7,154.78 Pc«p p« ten no 
£^a»e;»i tpauya Tin EQmvtgya 
P ,DCB13"K .2 
IOIBBHM* ,p»onp:H 3 
vrvn DURnyn DIU o^rm 62 $KPB^ 
poona nptai* pe W M K jnyn V J X T P 
-15 n .Siuifr^nirari* i n PK D5BPB^ 
TT l»*H VnO i n P» 1PD"31K 12PTMO 
3HP2jrf» n w ,PIBOB> »i?n nupwa ipoupa 
TB3 om !P3*n " t »n
 t5BBD33i3BBn MTK PK 
D"3i# you H -iB^opa o'a 5BO3"P i pnns 
IB'ioP3 DBH 5«D:HP OP^TDDH i n pafw 
DB:V2 ys^op PDVS£ *% b&0 e n IBB 
I B iPDin^H .D311B POti D3B13P3 OB" 
Dn I» IPDltfrWII PW TT IP3BH iPt3M3 
-DBBD8P PJHB OD -^DDBDBP D$1 VX 
n PB D"p03P5t? H DB1 PK ?D"p3,nps 
i n v D1P30PD H pc D » w r n n ? DPDB; 
-P3 JP3"T TO ?D1PD*BB n PC D P^SBVtC n 
?P2"T IP3BT1W ,VV1 y^B T8 tP3'tf3 IV B3"2 
1B1 IPa^ T IP38T11K P3^ PT H 1P3B ,|P3B1S<2 
,D5BPB^ P1P13B PB FP3P? Dn PK B1 TIB 
PTH PB ^P'B MIB 25 ?BPB^ ^Bl DB* Bn»l 
prnywi «no ^a *nt> IPT^D DBH ,IP3BTIW 
napos^iPB '1 3 ^ B ,^BPB^ IPDDpnBtD^ cy-; 
. tnpn o i ^ i a n wi \v$w iP38tii« 
IPTPH PB DIPD E^B *1 PK 01P3DPO H 
,OPPB PK — irannavn ,i^mp ipa i^ 5BPB^ 
Dlpl 1P3B ,1WWlJlpwn PK laPiPBEBE'lN 
-BBC 1PD3P1P3BMK IB IPI^  ,DP?B DB^ DltfPH 
-D2P IV IP3Bn IPD'BB 1P3B1W B PB »*D*0 
?B*3V1^1D PD JV3B1B P0D3'D3M1 »1 lyi^L" 
1 1 |y5nwi pm^K DVP* taBn w:v n 
I'D pK ,PDD8P3 PtD^BVP2 1SB pK DSfeWp 
-3"1K |P5jm 25 >BPB* PK TB IPBBH |yjM1 
pB rnBHDPD PE"DPB1B | n P « t33B13yi 
DIPD'EB H PB D1P2DPD H pK ajnH'B \1f*2V 
DBn .IPSD^D psf'PtB lPiapnaB IPQBnv jp^pr. 
.jPOBta^rn PIPDP3 i*rap *i ipaapi3 IP^PH 
- IPB DPI tDBnpa DBi 5w& i n DBN Di#i m 
•imp iP3?Bn DPapa:s: 
DIMPD PK PIB^P »i*Spnj 11 5BPB^ 
D B^PB^  W H I P1PT31K PB P3"K VH ,D1PP"0 
•^D 8 D r^i ^8PB^ i n -PIB^ V3 1PD"13 PK 
IB^BI 12PTM13 IBB lttT3'n K pK DiP3Dyo 
DT5*IB3BP DBO w r a B PK PK ,P:B2 PK 
.12P3P3 in'K PB i " i o o n ^BPB^ ">n 
"2P3P3 1P1 PK 3ai211B *1 1P2B T'K ipi1*^ 
,IP33^D8tiPB Pin^K »3 DPPBDP1 ipa'D^T 
1B^V8P3831B PDM13 8TB DB11 Dip D*2 DM11 
.fPP'NDMIB OB1B1P2 Otjn 
PDP3P1P331K H ,33iai1Ba^K n
 fT5l'OB3 
IPDip ,jpa2ipiPDP3 yan'Dipartf-i* pK i " i 
1P1 \VW 1P3B .D1P2DPD 1PTB1 IP2^n 8 PE 
,|nponyfi iv iP2pa 0*2 "» IPP aa'D'D IPVJBJ 
i n " i PK ipiniBMK TT ,ipvr \jfyp "? t8 
P2"DP3^B H TV11 ;tJHwyo p o m ^ i r v MI 
n PB 32^128.1 W D H pnSn oiyaopc 
.P1B0C inP? DB1 TT DOmiPE |81 JO^DP 
JPtDW B "1MB DBH 11 ^BPB^ TB ?PD"11 1'C 
1181 D3PDP5P 1PD13 IPTPH pK ,03PDP?P 
?8PB^ D'3'M D38t3 P^BIBD H tnPIl IV JflPI 
.1P3PP1P3B D3BD PTPH IP^ BT P^B T8 P« 
tD2"H tDDiP IB^V 1P1 PB 13"1B 8 IP^ -
,TT oino DIBI Dipi tsnpT PK ipsa^o^o n iv 
-DBTP1PDBMK \"P D'3 T>1»DB3 IP D^ .IBV 
DPDPU PK ^BIBB' Dpopn ,ya^yi H IV D"P 
IPf'BB^n'BPs m P s i p i n n p i T'K WWDBMK 
-OMK i n Ditfi ,omipB n n I P S B #P«WPO 
8 T'K ,JPV1BH pn PK PP11B b3tflD W l 
nypnyn cijnntu CPV*? njn 24 
«*W TOW IIS 
-ynciv o*3 PK 5«p»5 IID n*wytpy n 
-ya PK p'noo -ijn £m ? ovwi w a i n 
jyiro oaypys o*n n nr***K pnvnia ttfyoyo 
-ytpy *i PK .o3yo5yoyD c$n p m s w y iv 
jtfy:*,V10'0D3*P H PK 1KH ,D3V1B 1VD1P 
iP^ DPD IV D'B* >T»W3WT1 Din PB 0380 
? DP""«3D 
,p* tyaya lyayp T O lyaSyii iyE03y nyi 
T$ n iya*n I*'VID*DD3*P Trow o*i> T8 
IV PH jyfin iv jy»*wnB ya^ayo y^8 D^8P 
.DP^IDD nnn*B 
np?«p»5 8 nm ,V?v* nya* DO*J oy 
rwsisaiK i n « ,oayiya3iK onyn P*nDO 
J r w w n n |ya*n t«n PK j»mnjno'n« 
IV 03^BB 8 T13 ,Oayi 8 1*3 D*3 yOD8ya 
.jy?oyD p^noo lyiyn inya 
-3« p<noo PK iya*n yaSyn Ty&»*3T* n 
T » "^ "^83 T I K !W»n ,fyoi3ya 5"no 
TJH 18D P"10D 8 T8 ,fWWtt3"K inyao*n8 
-ynaorw umw PK ya*niK mnat tun 
n HO 331B»D3,n* H PK 01181 PK .oyi 
J'IKB naio yo'iia 8 nmpa yoosys j y m 
.5*p*5 
,*o*3 PK o5n y;yayntry3 p»p mm Diip 
pc ssfmnrv n tysrisya T ^ D 8 3 pro no 
on PB aannsBiy n PK .pray* ryys^ayo 
cjn pc unmriy n PK .pray? jya^aya 
-">p nys'R PK
 rnct^  iv lyp^ioo iv iyiyi*B 
ijnyi*Biyi o*3 >*o3"P **t iwyp jys"P3«3 
.iyp"ioo iv 
o^yoyoya PK 41 5KP*5 pc p^ioo i y i 
e*n iy * " i i ,ivoipyrpy i y i ini* ]yi*nya 
.nrum gsnyjyrw oBisiya D*3 5*D i«p 
y^jni.iya'8 J^KT i y i pc D"P38B:"K H PK 
oijn*Eya 6*3 o*n ,o5yi:8nya ?pt o*n oy 
- j ! 1*3 tyiyn fyo^nya ry5*r tytr:yo 90 TK 
^ m m n n r J#8P*5 n pa ,P"IDD PK 3*t: 
\-m DD«II
 r p i ^ w ^ ftw£ ny?3iK 
nn'K Tin r^8 w D38o ,oiyp"D tarn 
PK ' m /mv jrin^D po D^v y3noyniDB' 
."Wfl jny DP»nDD inyo 
PK 9&m ,D^8P8^ y3jny*cnyD n pc 
rfnpi 8^38E"^ 3nyt33^ K -iyt3^ K lO^m ,y3">P 
^*T ya^jni ,y3"K p«p PD 0*3 ms m**ti 
W f t3*n Dip m ,DP'noD Sf*B m* iy2*n 
J'V381W PK H3*B 
D ^ ,^ 8P8^ tytyn PK ffwS no Dtpioy 
.DP I^DD ^y'C *1T8 CD D33Xn2 
.pnjj* 1*3 
,41 5>8P8^  Dljn D83*D DP3y3383iyD DJP1 
-Dm* ,myp"D * :*D*P PK "iye8"i >,in3iri3 
D3yn»3 .D*2 lyoMtn 8 "3 PM-IDD 8 jyenw 
PK Da*$**nfiK) v» IV2*n in*«ai8 90 pa 
p«noD nxn DVWI vavrnii H .P^IDD jytyn 
Ml ,iyn38 VP VH |yn8iiy3 iycny3DMi8 VH 
H*n» T^ K 41 !^ 8P8^  pa lyacyo 8 : JH3WJ*D 
n Wi 8 "»8^ 8n 6 i8S jyD^ns wv PK 
ly iw 18T nya* T*K ,PK V m v^p ,m\o 
"y3 o*n ny^Dyo iyn MI onyo i83D,^3nyD 
.V8^B ~iyi38 18 !SK jy3*"ip 
t*K "lyasyD "iyi »n "lycyfic IV3*M »*IIV 
i n n D5*HW o*n -iyi o*n ,B8t? PK UMIK 
i j n .nyD"ri8 o n pc Djwn**n n ty-rv 
f|»*3i* "iyT PK D3"^5D*p tf*n nyo^ans 
^MK D3yrn«irDy3t*a cyi o*n o*n iyn PK 
»^8s w "i8D nyacyo nyn wni ny TK D3*ty3 
5^ni rDyB*Tn>Mi ya*nynnB *i ?y^n*v D^ 
-oy3ra "iyi .nony^ D*3 D*T T^ K iy 
D*11 D*T jyDipya 3H3y3yp tT3 ,D3ycn^K 
oy-T |yeny3 n*n ,o^suy3 o*n lyacyo nyn 
"ya o*n 33,D,D"B8K' "iyn jrt3*D 8 iv B8C 
•no n jy3*np no nyzoyo nyi T8
 # i yo*^ 
-"loo iyo f»*t — D*3 Dm ,oyWT**ti ysmyn 
yivDipytpy n ! Dp"iDoy3 D*H jyo PK ! \VP 
i y i ,jyD"ny3Dia p>noo oyn D*n i**3r pa 
D-D* 58">y:ytyn PK jyoipya IKT T^ K o*a 
D8ny3 B*3 D*n 41 J*P*5 D*T ,iy:"^BD*p 
nya'K P^IDD 8 iyEi"nvom8 nana aiaya 
•yasniK 8?8 
-iyc 8 ap'cya D*n D^S* ttawwwi nyn 
yD3*Diyi3ya,iK D* I <V iyamva*a nyoy-iu 
"iyn PK ,P"-IDD pc yasniK n yp8D PK 
1**31' $tt3*V**lW)3*M ")XH ps iyp,3831* 
ya«niK yiyi38 p*p PK ,O*T TK lyaieya o*n 
.*0*3 PK 
P"IDD nyn lynoBiya onr t »*n ny 
lynayeynoya e n i8E anayanp ,?yayawDMK 
-jyi D*II ,oyn ^nn 33nyoya-.yc 8 nyaoyo 
-oya oyn n*w wi i 8 jyca-ns ^*r nyaoyo 
0*l5 p« ^P'oc |ifi oSi*v ;yo p*il ,fnE jyo 
n IJOKODMK oyii nyaoyo iyn D*ii oyn 
oo'OK'ya DyBTT*m yiyoyst^ n 5-*t ,^*n 
•nmm* 
fyei3V33i# iyn*n BKC* PB -iyo"ai8 n 
-ya iya*n PK lyo'E* .D3*K PB no8"i cyi 
iyo"ai8 inysivBMiK (oo*5ya Tin) DO'DK' 
jyo "iiv Dp*nDDK93* 3naya*n — 
T p n eaptn»: tw*$ -ijrr 
n T» Diyorutyc naKteo'H p« TK 
n r n PH nyo a^"** iwrnw DttWTTM Jnpt 
D61JB1 n no IPnjn | » fyp ,DTD *5|Q 
|ya"t ev .DM-* tya^ a D^D^JP n Dpi 
nxnpD v^ yoasoyiyoa** ya^oy 
-no 111 p* ovoonpy m*n 1907 p* 
-cyrys i m p pa9m jypnasc 50 c o nay? 
-na« 5324
 fnptj"3i« ip5"D fyfi8:p B ore 
120,401 pit OTDDnpy ?y3*n 1908 pK 
WDDyeys ?y3$n ya^yn jypnssB 
.DDayonaB 5,671 iy0"3"i8 1,107,478 
Doaynnas pc 5n$Y n in oiftn 1909 pa 
anayonyaonB ,6,578 P3 DnyojnaiyB 
-jypnaBB 137,214 
-jn pm PK tanyu pycx yrn nn * 
-p*e yrevK n m oiyf'pny T^trn ODI*B 
-"D i* pit oapar vno yco^n n pc P*D 
.Y a^yo ii3 urn Doawna* \v: 
mfB*Pfm$p nt^  o^y^ DijD isnaijtf n 
, ( t W lyvymcnc pronpi H DD".I Mrs) 
IV na »use"x ya^ayta * Dm* DX^ K ca 
oo^aiB inyxTp 8 IBD *IBOBP "WK iffrnp 
DU I"? ayii aawx n J5*eny CD apa 
-"ippvn yovpaBan* *i pc I8an$ iyn i p 
t" io ya'tayafo |* TMK np ,"iyo»2n« 
13*5aay PK T'K nyns T'3 J31D"X ftW 
,?jmya tra aaio»x iPD^rw ya^ayo p»p 
a* ?ya\> pnno^i pJmpa^ yaaso $«n 
-"nayajtfya:* "iyo"3n« IBB DI» Swt "inyr 
p9t Dpi WW lyvytoens? poma H .IPD 
yamB H j j n r prosm 8 nnpt Dawaya 
Dipt PH aaio^x ipar-pno P3*&p& 8 PB 
P « PK inpiya tfrwwo 5pa 5y*u pit? 
» 1 3 » K M « .ipnpw oaitfyas* r*s 
P"a *1 ,DfiaipiY roo^ * *1 o»n i^ys p« 
©Dip pn H&rm •>wl *i 0D«n aaio^v 
.oayo |«« 
•njni .I3W jyaya ijm IIK raiK ^D t>« oy 
yo^8 pn "a r?8 "wa Tt o^sn tacyo oay-i 
ta$n DJWU» .Da*»ar"pno yaiaa aan^c 
-3"-ID ni*n^n n IBD xnyi B jyo^nya ny 
,yDia^  p« ertfa ny t« ,t33ijTya ta^ n pK jya 
r*|parWP»ra» nyD^aiK ya^c ,yanyc* jya^ a JGH lyceoyp Dpi oaif^ av ,DD"n DIJT 
D'D nnynfiw w n p« p^n^ nD p*p D'3 
"i lyJ^no DT13 *5w jny"t Dpi mix y^ g 
1KB V^W Ml Dy TK iy3K Da^ D IP .DM* 
tyaaitfya nyo^aiK y-in>« iyn aany a^jn nyi 
*«J IIIJ tycnmyB ?ypnye« nyn "iyo:iK 
•ownran ^VQ Dpi .IBT yan^o « .nip 
-jnyB i n *IMK jyvynvoMK iyn$n yoosya 
-iij n ODP8H Jnipt PR lyojna Dtjn IKC^I 
.opn^^p D E^I? DD^B n pa |pVKPa«a 
n DyiDiyE nya^ yn ,IKD^H lyooyiaa^p 
8 iyo5>8nya ta^iy «p ta$n ^yajnaay^ip 
-a^ p,>h D*n pK onaatjp pn ynyi y^ DDMi 
lifDSni .DTDxnyoawyD P"I«DET yD^^oyia 
T^K iy .tytD'wnyD ya^TD«a jronna o^n 
oamya iy |w ta:8D8ayn *iytaia va«a 8 
lyiyi pn .a^ D JIB DI^D:"R IIK tapysDyn 
T^ytDB^n ^\ c$n yaRiD-nnBta n nya^ K 
nyn aaipnm « I«B DIJH oyn ix jya^xya 
nn» lya^n Djni (mine mm ^njjva«) unwa 
•»yaKpnyo8 "inw .oyt^n^ii lyo^ais 
-ya w * ^ HD>M\ DJjn "fnyD"3"i«-p^ 
8 T« tynytatnyD iya^ nyaai# ta^ nB ,taa^ t 
i8c D$H war yeiuuitriiroy n« wunw 
.Dfinno a^ v-'Buv MI m m wn ?P*fi D^ *K 
•ay^ Mp — i»no yaya^ K j«o ,^B^5 ,oonya 
]ya"i nyo"3iK H IKII lyen^T /nyayia 
taayo 69 oy»n*Mi yiy^t jya"t Dvra«n$ 
iya"t "t K^H lyoiin ,D*inypnyD .I^D 8 
flin m vv *P*IBD nyn ayta jonn^awi* D^ 
8 taayo 35 >n inyo D^a nyD"3i8 n twnp 
V W opi Dayoiai8 iyanyt"K j» ."WD 
.Ivta^ iDB'ya D-a jyayp Dnj»»>3 
nypn$n wytrttja D*T«$ njn 22 
w a n * H Jswwprwwa o w n DMD ;yi 
trmayDB ^ rrtw wn jymo o w "BIBB 
pmnrflB ySBw W W * o$n ,pt cyi pw 
D'3 IJ^ BT ,Wi B "iB^n 5 PR 4 pB nya*:yn 
v .DIH ya^oayayn jny"t lySnips lyciBi 
?B 33U"D "«n Tyo"3i8 n iw*n D5>8E:yi 
Tjro"anB nyooyn nn pn oyn D M W B nr» 
D38iay3nBD PR DP fjm ?<R DBII m v r n v jjm W 3 i 8 n W?vn wm oy .IJHBIW 
«T Din j B W i r w w njn» P:B")P |y:«i «i 
-DBMH H lyBBrsB OT oyn Dip tB jyD'ni 
•rti^DD^aiB PK w m r w pc lyagrmt 
3385 nw jy2>^3 ntfyn IJDBniR yryn ja^p 
•lyoSBfH* mm aawm* y a w n H m 
DPnn oaBw-imo n oyu DBBDP nxn is 
.pBton 
"ttumns Brum iy^y» D^BB n m DB 
TIBV iyno iyftm nyo^aiB nyjyo : D>yov 
D3yD 6 1»"31B |!WIB ,11*11 B D3yD 8 J»5 
D*n2 >5ya H pftm yoio yaftM n .^w « 
."iya"3iB yny«? ps \v~\v TD iv^n^v ismo 
yoBP PR ty3$">Dy33"iB Iinyii *B? >an ID 
ynr B ( I B ^ I IB^'D 70) D:IB W ^ D 14 
liny"0&?"3 DBBDC nyn asm inyi pB 
B n»Jip W^D 22%) D31E ||p$MS 4ttfinv 
.nnB' 
•ynsw DSB^v-tmD n jyj"i "V5VDB3 
.D^p onjjDDyn H p« ^ S B p p 
"I'D DD"DD W P W H D n^ D38pyn Ml 
>»noniK jyDtsny cyT oyoa^nyD iniifp DTP 
-Dyn H jya5yn D*I5 ,D"p Diyooyn H p« 
wS ly^n^xntj DDIBTO D$n W W oiyo 
TyiBK* D5B "tfya yoiD yoma B .BOBP n:y 
*P1R DBH M D«pi DBP'B2 DJH IKE VBtiy 
"IBB ony^ n \V2$n pj .D3Boy3 yoi'D n 
n TB
 #yt>*3 B !y3^ 1Dy33^ nB '3BBDBP W 
.lyiynoMK ^DB3^3 D^P H $W DIIBP 
jytMW»nw yoo H DBH DniBP ST iva^ 
D*3 lya^n Diy»B^  n DBT ,Wia oyi nnK 
iB^r nyi po yoDByn y^ B jri^nna *wya 
.y'XBVBD3$p p« ly-iBiw D3H^cy3 jyj"t 
fyoy^ B «t 5#i jyo »5*wa Dgn y3B^ P3B n 
iv DiK ,ny2K .i^ D"njnD38iyD JVOSBH 
l^oiipiDimyD yo3B^ py33B &$ IVD^BH 
jyo no ,iym»rya mnoy* VH DWII oy^ B IBS 
e$n ny3"« ^y^y' TB prnntta DWoW'jyw 
iyo Dm Dtjn PR .T^y?y33iR D^ yn3Bny3 
.fyiyMiya D*3 D-m^ p nyn IBD 
"P35B IB DK'-iyn DiH33BP lyi'DV'R f*H 
H ys^yn
 PTyo"3iB H TB ,?n,cy3 iy3"D 
yiy"i o^Diyi lyciBn w^DDye'ya jjiiy^yn 
o»« IRD •inyJiyB D'3 yosyn njrri'a 
""IB jnjn3B lie nysny |«i *M iyciBT ypso 
DBH K^vnm DVII ?nvbV2 B Bn5 ?"iyD"2 
8 IPP ,3* D*n ceyo pR iy3y3y3D*n8 ^B^B 
,Dp^yapyiiB nnjm iyD"3nB'D33ny,3y"i 
ytroip-e)jn33BP 8 nBD DDIP ny 5K>D5 3MR 
.iy33133ny3*DD"31R P3"T ?V3yit fy3BT fmjf 
m
:^* DBH w n f HD pnnDKa |yoDy-i33BP 
5»BT DB31PW njn PR ?B ,Dpy>B"iB B iy3spoy3 
-ixnyn DBBW33B 3H3D M«ro5jmm w 
#iyo"mB D'3 5>BT iy i«n ^yo^anK p'p 
nyn^a P t^ pc nnjni oamya D 3^ »mri 
Dyit DPV'BIB W l TB DBBH \VD .DDyT 
.Qrom iyDuy33(# 
-"*ixnyB lypnyoB H Dipi rtBO^B n 
ya^oy yovy^ H D3n onn^ D l i p ^ n* IRC 
•Bll D'C^ DDBB n pB DP1M5P H IRE [JDlfTl 
DB" pR Dt?n fyoma 8 D38oy3 DBH it':^: 
m .onyip JOTi iyD8W3 pomanini iin 
+— yD*DBP"Din33BP y^ P'vyBD B DIH^B D38pyn 
•^ 'B PR 1BT i n PR 3313inyD31R y3*D3M1 B 
•P3 |P3ipDy33"nR fyaBn yo"5»Dyn3;BP vv: 
lyavn l H W y i ym .IVDPV'B'IB ' rya 
n iTyD3"^ iyD n : V^ OW ,py^v p^i y?8 
.DPn^P D'EB DDBB n pfi v*& 
VW Dip y'VBD'3B ytn DW11BT B 1*3 
nmi nrtntfa i ^ p DBH n DB" ,T'B ivnoya 
21 nypn$v. eaytnw o*v$ njn 
i r t f o iPD"n DIP i f i Dim rflrmJa |w :PD jnnwrvw^p PK DTOP> 
VMtfW yanip H |y3*u pMiay>D*a iya* 
y«a v .pmpiva jyanoiyc iyp:8iya wo 
©"iwnyc T * o*n r>ww w*onwp»in 
yof»*p ?y3*n maitfaay n .nwJ ?'iya*K 
-aa«> o*o iya* .iy5ye8B jynys PK D*nrta 
pyam e^v m o^o »n jy;yp one yc8t 
- *on inyo otnotfa ,y*yae» n m iyo"i i jyiyn PK .iy:8p'iyo8 ny^ ic IIK ysromp 
I^TBTW lyo^aiK iv yaws ,03na"n 
1*3 o:"n jyoKKoe' yos^'Kiyc n iynyor 
njnaytoy n wn on* jya^yr oyi w u r*« 
ip .pnw vup j 'D 'm o%c jyaKorya p»»M 
•ya |y:"t jyrayo n 18 r^8 i$a ?ye opayi 
PK »i*rwDD3*p i n TC in ipw 038:: 
n |iit ,iyrayo n IKB iiprwooaip *i D*3 
iyo"3iK r*8 1*2 inny^piy D W f t f m 
.[WWOOMP i n jyaya yvytya ntr 
oyrm$ern lyoo^o-raKa'c oyi OM> 
own iyo"3i8 m y Dim
 fopyipB-ry?y3 
yopyn) ,"opyo n ip r * , p*p 0*3 o^ nt$v 
iyo"ai8 m y , (noaan p*i pc i m y o r 
* i i t f ip 800 pc w a j m a j p r m wpi 
pvnyc pit i ippip w 03*oany3 PM ,inip 
ofriifvya prom ,y>yu DTiowp n .vie 
- " 3 i * tiny* .yo8P-OD88oe» i n pc opym 
-«myB3w "D no8i"myc «D ,MIC iyo 
pn oyii ,iyoio 8 jrum w i •? iyn ,no8i 
3:^*r 3»D"ii pc o^ cyaya * iv wuMjnva 
pc yeio 8 .oyaia^p I T K IKC (i8*ip 7VJ ) 
-*p t»^*o 7% oaic » ^ B jyatemina* hfi 
-'auo TE fyijm jyayayaaij Djm imp 8 (18* 
•>«n nna8 pw i rao t rawr TC DOVIKO 
.ypa*ip n83 
pyv pn DW ta^ cyaya jypaKiP i n 
6 P« 1^ 3831^ 3 |ya*« 13
 #W1 K S3*^ ff 
.i:>tya t rw i iypa*ip iyn pa 1*11 g aa^'c 
iytyn pc oc^yn « jyaynp jy^xni ;y»nc 
v*V9*Hf i»a D :^ tm D*cy:va nytyn jrmo 
-D'cyayai»i T» iyp:jnya iyai$ »in*i |yc 
li^nipr i3j»?a:y pit oayni* pn O W ^ D 
Ty5t"OT3D:yH PK DPT^P r\r\\ns 5y»c 0^ 
.oa^ eaynya pn v » ots-cyaya n v^ ly^ini 
lyenyaenu WW I ^ B nytyn TI? D:yaxn iyn 
.lyo^anw np^na 15 yc»:p 
.o'cyaya D^*rurwonn Dcynoyaau wjn 
yegap lyonyaon* ^yy*cif ryrya i n oyii 
n pn lyo^ais |f*na a^«n B PK "V.V 
r n : i i PK .DT*IP aan^a ?IK ari*3yB»t3^ 
KTK iru'ia iy:yp lyo^aiK *i jy>yr D I ^ I D 
awmp i n pn
 f?y>y« iy^y^ «i ann ia»c 
- rno .wo yo'^ ya K iny^otr^a om^ 
Di3*c D"aiKy3DMK jya^h yaSyn oaif'ar 
-gams jycipya ]tf?n\ A* 33*^  pc \w 
m^ya %i pc 5yoDpyr « OKKDC pc taSujv 
DD"n o*fi .m»* y^ B DMK jySnipr "T D»n 
Dfl 13JID qjn3 
.i3«^ay j^K Djna^ps 
.nyriMB jya pc 
^ IJ I tsaBo nauJaay ,D5MI I.TK D«II oa t^ 
iaya v? oijn r m i j p n r ip> .oyia^is 
b'B lyaKQ-o^c i^B PK iyo"i-03yn n w jya 
•D'3'D tyvaBa oyi pc aupwiyoaw y5ic n 
V^nay v t DaMn i:8?aay TS D U M „Dinyo 
ly^aif^p jnn'K pc yaago PK TS (yonyv m 
,iyt3"3i« on i*c jyai^r inyo i n iye hft 
yoiijcyi yoxy^ n .D"n i y i PK IH^K "3 MI 
iye cpy^ia-rytya » T^ K iyta^3iK n nsio^ 
DBfctDtp i n iy3*yu lie i3*B-D33nyaMiyc i< 
i^ tapMi TB iyo"ai» ly^nips x^ iyc5»yn eyu 
nyo^w PK o^ cyaya lypasip ,pvnyo PK 
.o c^yaya o^ain 
DIJI ony3 aaiiy^ayi n T» D^I PK lyan 
in^K Dan pfitn ma 8 Dijn M ?»MI itfno D*; 
m iyoya ypvyo'3 K T^ K n«n yivopyJtjp 
•uinyoaifp n pc n«n W"briPip»Dn8 n 
oy*8 iv ^p lay p8Diay5» , T * B 5 M : pnro 
3MK ..i3io yaya^ K ir^K jyoMK M T'K pony 
poiyo in^K pc mo oiv jypMi lyayp oyn M 
-yacMK oysy lyo^siK n IBB o$n M T^C 
iya"^3 iv Dsypo fyooya on n o^n ,wno 
f>l$T ,PM D'3 ^ t |^KT H Ml iy2JJ .DE81P \"H 
.fy3y> 01V '38 — P8TIJP 8 pB p*l 
"OMpy i3ge"D33nyaniyD lys^any 18 
nyaif .jyin^ nea pis? las^tro^i pK oi*o 
yvm iy^3ay i y i ^ r
 foajjT jyo MI 
"i pc *iM?iyc PK .iyoya 5y*B pn opy^is 
i38?a:y tnpi m^^ a'vasnv ya^oy vvw? 
.p'D^W ya i^ya^K yva83 in'K lyo'aya 
i n T8 "isrya i y i pmyj T^ K ^eooayi 
•iyc"o o'a jya8T ys^yrs PK spi nifD omw 
•yi i n jyo^nya iyo orjn — 0Iptt*# iv^ 
njrwytMB lysisoc .pt PK |yo5un aany^ a 
tt^ ,DIJI 018 iyey«w — ,iya:in pc \vviv? mV2V2 yiy^t lypiyo ly'its^'iyc "ijysMS 
— ,i38DCiyc i y n pK lanya i y n ,oy3 
pnjm "IjyBMS r»5 ,]yi8 o^ a oya^P $w„ 
H PK iya" i 5y»b ya^i H m^' oyiy* 
t*>
 #o'a ysy^ow — lyon* 5»y»B yonw 
PK in3'P -nayiMO 3*VEIB jynya •l|»»i5 
-MO lysiKotr ,i"niyanyaain ai*o jyny >IPD 
pc inir ony' DMK iyi:^p ^y^v'B uroyt 
yoyooysiyB ]ic .aain^viy ya i^^ osaaiK 
oy,, — o^aKo ny " t pn nion CD PK OCI^ 
iyo^o "!fyeM5» T«^
 rn8n H a» 0*3 v* 
i n o^ 3 PK fye"03"i8 D880tr i n ?pi tayi-
jye»nv ocytrys yan'nwnw Dip T8 iyt^ 
•P811 5*T WW K^^ O On PK DierSWTBKP 
i p p i y n c3j?on83 D * I « * njn 20 
TP3*n ,»m» o%a T:83TPB TP*8:$*V83-ipo 
?K w W "ipo**^ Pfi TOW r m n 
i j r m T P %
 fD«^33P3$i*. PO:P3^VP:DMK 
/ JP3 lie WPisrm ipr IPD:IK "nppp2 
pip^r pK PWTO reu 8 P K Dip .P'DPB? 
tyDPiPD3*K npo**3-i8 *i 03pn PK i3pn 
IPODPP; DPI W * 4C1K JPDDP3 DPI VW 
iv "T ipctfn i383ipB opn pc W3PI* . : $P 
-p:prn mru pc pv*oe> P5P*V383*E n IP3*TP 
<33io**v TPTPH i w D*E$ 5»*"» 
« PK HBftm p*oen^a .* .3P3 pic 
n pB W " 3 « n * . e n TPT jpv.pa o**v pc*2*n 
.0 JP3 PK ,25 ?8P»5 ,WW DIPPED DD***.*. 
npi pK D38PP3 DM PK npa^jm ,*PDTC*?KP 
npppa n m *i l?3$n aupnpa w n 
-pa PK yoornpfi n PB *nw TPO**3T8 
DPI irpfcero v 6 -DTPP*3B3T$ PDDP**-ID 
P*i HIM tar ra t t w y a ip^:^v«nporK 
PB D^ KPIJ? 1PPP3 W"TK n PK DJTHipB 
- r n o n«B o**a*i8 pen v n WR pmp r : 
J^BTP IPT3PV3P!>3 "1P**T pK DTW31' 
j m * D'njjDptnjn Djn 
-up T O 0 P T K : ^a-D'B* npn 
W « TK ,«! W T « TK -IPB P^H 0*3 
VO H| JP3M>3 ,D*B* PK $0*3 D**T 
enpn:« o*3 5*n -I$D*PII TPTP* .o%3 
•PPI ^*'K 
1*3 ipn
 r*»m :-i$0P8ipn ijn 
-•KB DJJtt ,DEt^3 P3**P D»3 DHP3 ,Xi 
-03p ,IP3$T B») i n p£*t **T m*n 8 
,DDipn n ."MIR I P W P*K„ ?K ,TPB 
? i»m 
"P3 ipjwnosr JPTPH TJ3 *T*?3 
,p*3 inp? ,yem 8 p n * DDIP 5»HPB 
;npr enpi38 D*3 5>*VP n .D"ipo*:npB 
."ItfDPKiPl DPI 
D1VBD3P — DB180 ,T53PC3*,K — 
•jPtt^rojp *5^n 
•m — M1B p*T p3 TK 1P28 — 
•»m v e — *#nt 03$T — ! ny — 
J O » l Dip P*8 IPaifl "1 ,plt? IPD 
DPn D^ 3 IPD1PP3 P3^ P11 D"iP3"1pD31D 
Ttzwn pK ipp^cny OI^DVT | # i p 5 « m r t 
PTQ«3 IP"! D'D T-.8KP ^KDD^B 8 D^E^ ^8"! 
Tt O T ^ P t .IP3PnCP3 T^D"T DPTT8I 1K 
.0^03 HnK D'3 
jnap / C D pn^j^ w ,-iynpD j y w 32 
umra ja ^ R BJTTIWIJB . ^ ^ n { y e n j n 
.nj?o:3 
•w . P ' ^ D D 8 D^finPB * p n T t Dijn lOO 
-380 PB SPOWU 18 WW} DIJT T'K D3»C DV 
11*33 !P3lfn "T .DPDIJ3 TiVOin H pB P3 
I*r"R%Di»D« D3yn3pep-t;'K 18 DVi3n:V3 
p"noo 8 PK i m f t p i w n s mnya^M n DIK 
PDM1P3 PB JJPiPn TDB IB1K 8T8 T1K PK 
is D^p^vpa T* «? |P3^n T I K .[PD:>IIP;^P 
-D'nS„ DPT pn^lVfi $W W3V H !8 Cyn 
n D'3 Ot$V, DPDD'D DPT /DPDD'D TPfi^ pn 
.D"3T8 W 1 8 3yD >M1V TPPP3 Pt^DD^318 
Dl^ n |lJtr,,K,DlJD8 DyDlJ2 P«3 H TP3JJ 
:yo ni^ D ten ^\o .DB"-i83y2 p^ov r:83 Tt 
p n u W R .ni3crpp Tp^r iPD^8np33« D^n 
PJK'^ K^ DIJIDK "1PT PB DTP3CPQ H TT |P3^n 
n 3n3P2P33IJ3 ,D?PDyDP3 PK JPT^0P3 
VX Itftr"K'DlJD8 n I1K ,1P331TPTI$B |^2V 
8 ; IP1IJ3P3 Ml 1*3 MT8 [P-)(J^PD m W 
.DTPT31H foPlfi T8B 3PM TPSHSPBB I^JB 
.nynn^B prnjjfi pR DB^aaysyn y o u 
T8 JPP1P0P3 W J«0M3 PK D1?» D1V 
-rK IPT DI#TI f»8niL"r |P^v*E« DPT nn» 
SpD^DJK"© JND p B D r ^ 
.cntfBjn D ' ^VD\ I D D ^ V T I nyT^jwng 
TPTW PK "1PP'383T$ TtfDDP»3 "ipr31K 
:D3"Ttr " w b Dp:yi^3 DPT D*D DTKD^ 
D'O iny?P3 Tt T K 3tjn w i P3*D3"n 
DP .DPDTD DD*M1 DTW pK "pllf^P P3'3"K 
,DPDT*D P3^yt8 >'0»m DH8 «T I8T8B I*K 
3'VD1C P3 'M1V PB D3'DDyPP3 "T PD PIP* 
"TD ,!PMTD P^ P*D T^K "lPD3n8T ,TPt3**318 
"PP3 pB .TPD"31K DTPTJIH »13*B DVW S3TI 
-Pf PDDPT3 n PB »t1X pMll IV W« VDD 
.^ P3**^ w o r oyi IPVUP3 jP3*in:$ nye 
.DDP8TD3tfP ^P3**? IV I'D WV PD*3 
JRPI>5 pnn'Jwnipn PK DX*K D^8H VM 
D'D iPDUm 33*0*0 8 D-l*6rr3818 3^D PK ,8 
Dipi ,1^ *31* DT^"D DH**5 D3Pi;PBPT3*K *T 
,3*1^ 3 I*K .D-iysoyo a*D**m Dnv o^npv 
*T fy3*3**KTPB W IP33*5»P3 T*D DP1T DP 18 
IPD*3T**.t?n *T .8 5Kp(# DU9 DT^ *^*D D*l**^ » 
^yil TK 1P3K ' .IP2831PB **t |J#M1 D1^**t3 
*.V |P338^P3 |p5fl **T TB T*D8T iy3-||Jt pW 
.1^ *3*.* ^83^^**3^03*8 "ipr3.1K 
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.matyi •» Pfi 
-»::IK n ,tr*3-i8"Da83 pmanr H . rno 
imam n
 #D3yiiMirpK3 n PE r n ya^vo 
-a«K DMP iyp Dcti H IHII nyay? ytrnvK 
Til rwrn may proiD? y::8^ n pn lyaam 
,iyo"3"i8nypy3 wn ipi* osyto nny? jyp 
-nyn .VDD": TO -1*3 ^^lyeiyp "i$a D»; 
B I ^ W K /waiiriypya ixn PK IKE 
'awftwonyiya n PE W K
 f*ein"K PK 
iyoD3'Y:«r.y njn p« D2"n TO t8 
D»na iyp»a iv pn ro ' i ; ?$T mjrwimni^ 
5»T 03"n TV i8 .oiy^yp yoyDDysiyc PK 
H pc njnya n lyaKiitnvaij SK pn 3*DM3 
TO ncn 8 immm w ^K ,"iyD"3-i8 nypya 
.KEU DMI3 oyn pc o^prnE PK B"pm H 
ys^oa^n n jynwmyc w aiaya p*5n pic PK 
lyrayn TK o»"iiya p^8 DIP ja im* 
K ty^ae? fy r^pcya yoo^yny my"t PK 
IV D«mnfi ye*Dip n MI yjip y-iye«?:p 
-|1K ?8 T*W Dip PK 1CCK .D'EipB iy380 
TPTgP3»n *1 pc nyirpc ,-i D$n IKE ysnt 
cwteMttjo tya"t pp;i*nypya ytaaw 
•lywinuBP ijmtsny nrnn 
*VK jirav ftt3yr»3tte3'n nyp«3 n 
Djn *nn ,1886 PK ojnr-wya m p w i 
TO .KB 3"H3DD'B p« wtrayiiaip jyoiny 
lyoipotyfi iyiiya jyrM wraynaijp ytyn 
•ya im lyrn w^m m w *n$Y y3"?P 8 
lyaip ya5>yu oaipai* n .D:jn:yfim:*K |jni 
MD PK DajnayByna'K "D .DToonpy nynna 
»*i¥3"5 i iy DD«3 n iy031K D3»P(fS Df»8 
iytrntjcD^K nm TO oin:n:y: jynya pn*M 
nxn iPD^mvjv v r a a m PK oy T« B ^^ ' IS 
"^« n unyDyanyc iv m ,p»na ps p n i 
pc nyo^an^ H te c*3»n .iyuianya*DOva 
T*n tv tyaKonyE D*: fyai^ n c v -\v:v* 
o*3 |w ova ixn DTD'cyaya P*DPKD «t» 
":»P iyoeny o n %*w ^ y3v .nyo^ais n 
T:«3iyE jySwv^vusnyDS'it w PE n^3VH 
pc ?y::mann jyiiy: lyosay^jn n y;^T 
!P3^n p« ,DD"a rytr'DDuv'arTHD Day IK 
""an* nypya n pc w? H MT* m wrw 
•ya Dun wrsyiisvp H .ijnyoyanys iv iyo 
-ci«j?^3v nyinnj,^ 25 in*K 
nn^^ 25 iy"it#iiy; T^K I B I W lyovy? 
.Di^ Doupy W3V yD3*pijn3y3,ii« n tD;%t 
i y M D n^ Duoft'av iyanny-25 in*n is 
T n o |W "it$: 0^ 2 ,ycrnp^: ID « iyD »^n 
PE ^MK iyiyT:($T
 r»pnyo» p« lyoo^vor 
iyonya3v |P>TO yr3mp*5a xnytaiR -Min"» 
TPB pwvu oyi jyave-iyn pD yontjE H 
pa sptfnyB PK Dascy; D n^ n DIJII oyi: 
T:IK Dt*t oyii 33K .int#^ |nyv yovyf1 n 
jyi^iDKi: iv Q"7\:yw5v: wwi n jy^y: 
-pB'in ,pn*#,» va PE D?»P»5 "lypya V ^ T K H 
ayn i w r u nyn HMK ,100 5KPI^ i^ayi 
.iyo5»«my Dipi-iva iya«n "? cijn 
-nytarK nyavtrpycaVP PK nyp"2 H 
K &ny"W tr'DPgiB T'K j^av *tf3«P"3 
cioyciK csyD3 ,jf»3V yr*a»pnyo^"ctD*n 
D^T iyo"3n» nypya n |y3"i I:K^ lyiy^ pn 
pc na»5 K ,Kpnyc» p« ijn j y i w n an 
r n o i n PK iyo"3i« .iyDJsia'D'K lyo'iS 
•^ciyn "I'D .^ enya'K Ml iy«wn ^^yc y^^ E 
lyB y^n i3iw oyii c$*\ >"ii DPKE jytyn iy: 
K pK PK WW- Wi D i^i "IKE pyocnyE 
^BSTD nay IVE K MI mjmu D^DIB ^D 
-ya n fya^ r oyi nn» .war nyaKpnycK 
,anyMio MTK n^no-iypya cyn pu |y33iaan 
-y: iya"T nmrpu PK D-iyD^ Ei* iv»av n t8 
DyayontpyaDnvfi fyann K jyonyawaif vv*: 
-•K n i^aytofiMn ,nyD"3n8 iypy2 H .PJD 
0911 nyaMD K MI jyiiya nyo*K |ya"i ,yt;*H 
DH^ K ;yc tin iinyn DH^ K jyaso iv na 
jyiiya anayoc jya f^ *n .DPIM pn fy^ir 
iyD"1lVDMn8 "T DlK T8 lVp31Ty3 W J MT81 
^t iv iyc Dtpi na8D^'iya,"ny,3 ny^r pe 
.onian yp"i8Dti* vwxn D'D pn»*i otioya 
nyo^aiK n ufriyi DTMD yiyias PK 
^ G 8 jyayp PK ,p^'ayait n ;B »ipn ccija 
Ds^ yn yooyia n .|yontava«n DDI? H ny^ns 
-tsa "3 [yo^aiK D'a "t iys"i8T ini^ PE 
nypy3 Din PK nyaij PK K»nyn:8 ..D3^ 
' 
*w **# 
•«**. .ifc *^^w» n wriir ' 
**i i»*'tt» l i t * * 
*wfc,-iwt ^ a i g ^ l 
« a r r * * a-* *r?p «a* *rm wm*& 
•jrorwar? ocam r« , ^ ps 
SIP W W 3TC 
m 
itfpnjjn C3>*c*t<- c^ r^ TJTT 14 
r?\l JPJBPB* r w r n 5P2Bn p*fc3W C^ V 
pa Hio5«m» n p* re¥:»o*iK ^ » P I ^ 
nnvn wSw Dtiwpptpp n* ,raBB r . r n 
pre TB AW BTB p* DP iPmp;ps ,pmo 
.*WI5 TU, inn ^n mqfam 
o"nx irtfw n iw*> IP5BP*5 » » e pit 
IBD ,DP3"3 r u w i w r * pit D«nBPix pK 
D*3 DDjn*t»'K P'P "up OT'TP "i J»*m 
*n nt mourn 5OT>.TTIB ,*an5» »n TBB 
ir«m p#Bt i r f t n ptpn pm ,pnnp IP;PP 
nx wu .ptonp » w » n pit -TPDDPTC'K 
ntfip jrwTMD p * om^iPB B DI^D -UBDI? 
- inr B 
tram pa BWWII oivoipptpp n ptfm 
i n * ,DD#TPD TPD*VU v IPBPTO T» oxni DP 
JPOIO w r t f n t« jpnifTP2 n^w p#m «t 
n#Bf pranw e m o r o * »n pa"! P35j™ 
?B? op TB /)n* BTB n*m pnm opotovsps 
? prootfTPB p'p jpoipni^ fi ?p;pp D*; 
paftro ,DTJOOPD PTPT:IK l a m w y r a 
PMt TP3*K n5miP3 « v « pn*in DEB inpt 
rwiha 0157 p*p nonw 0*3 lP3"t joJjm 
DU -up p w n ,0*3 iip T» i rawp 
! PHHBBPS poo;pnp 
•pa D*3 Dm PDBJ nprpn TB rpo«n vo 
ipaij ,DTV0ipprpy pipisi* no *5P*B IP5PB 
t« ,?pnnj£pnp w »T pH3imixP3 po»u *PD 
T^np pn *»p 3PD ,t*npa p»n t»n$i* TX 
T P nnsppw p#n3pn ix ^ » o n p DITP* m 
PK ,013*3 p*P 0*3 Dipt IP P35P11 "?BB ,110 
P3*PTB D3pD*n D"non pcnp2pnmPD B 
jnramnpp 
^^nxnnp iv p^BPitf H no otfppa ipn 
' inr B «m* -nwp D^BCTI onx tmMftn 
•BJ^ riPB DD3PH T'H
 #|PD«3VD DPPT DIPP^ 
MP TI^ P 8 nP3* T^K DP JSKtnon P* 3'D 
DPT3nV33^  0^ 3 TW T*K ttTUffin WW 
"T» P^» .DD"3P5p^  33*p5irii n w jpnipw 
IP^Tjn IP3P3P33* IP3^ T » 5 m 1PD3POU 
o r » r n -an ix nwap^jn IX 3ixp2 pn 
W ITIW DPn3mp33lf T1« fP^ PP
 rTHRP 
-D"3p5pn 33*P9«II nu oe» DPI 
•nnpa P25»jn*. prama PTD3MI painenn 
» pK prxim3Kr(if npi PB -no* opn jpn 
iwm TT o^pi;»n DP nn^  ^IPID%D IPD*D 
ptt ^'^pr' inn on r* ,p3p npi;« r;8; K 
;f*D'D DP3T*3 K rt<iK fpTPfl Dn*^ "!P D'3 *t|jn 
.nnsipptpp )« Tjnii ^»P*^ « pc 
* 
: D ^ P I ^ p-.ptr.K D'D r « 3'TiMmpo 
:PD
 f^ ^P3 IP2P; jP3jm T I D^n3«n DP pm 
IPs pa>jni n » 33TDnP3TPD3tn n ,pr>rx npn 
-am *IPDDPT3 '^ p^ pc pn -tfpa cijn DIP^^D 
«nin op .p-rpi* PEB:P « DP Dyn 5^»p3*o 
^ r Dim np3"K ;;*D'c p^ n jp;*EP3 -IIJ: y\ 
^P3'T IP T'K Jin ,*W2m %n« "n^PS B IP3K!D 
IP:P3 o%3. "IBC jn*s*n DIP pnn'msonat 
•;pn;« jprcv; npo^ K in'K D;PP --^P3 p'p 
•^Itm n JP3PD
 fDPDnB*»e V DDK p.K ,1P3 
JJD03*^Pf n p'T 3313BTD3P »TK j^ B IPD«tn 
Tjnpi nrm I*nP» 8 "sx »noix v t r ^ a 
-D-O ".PDEB TIPI Ml V^P» *^ t< IP2P T'K |P3 
p^pt:,:K PK DB^ S;*CP3 rp^ i ^ P " rpr»riD 
-JP^BP^ 
IVD^ PPTPP n Tt DBH 5P'B^"2 DW DB 
IPDHP3 IX D3BTD3P ^BPI^  |P0n>P3 tf |UI 
,npoP^ PPD B Brm»« po 01:42 ^onrppo 
^ b n m i m ipnps DP -!:pn DP^PII T»-T 
IPfca iP2Bn "t DIP flrn* opn ^ w r>jn:pt 
-IB^PB npTpn w mow 
JPD^BinPB PK IP^ BPB^  *T IP^ BT DTHW 
PC >P*BB«'3 B IPCTP3 D»3
 #-.PT5P3 PIP"? 
Jb&lfrvnpt&n npn PB D*BB 5IPP;P8TT 
n ix *nb« IP^IB T W l^o ow IPDIB^ 
PK ,DI:BD P"in*K iPoSwnPB D»H rP3B"PB 
"BC IX DP3'*3PS DJ^ B HP0P3 !P3 DBH ^lp 
•wan nt» D-::BE n PB uiD a^nviPfi n pn 
inpx IP2P3 r^ c npDp-jppo npi .T53PD rn 
IPBIf Pn pK PK D1:ip IK^ip 13PP1D 
PDID n m "CTPD IP;,BP3 D^; ^ r IBO D;IBPB 
*^»3B2 P3"T pB 
- a p n T*K n^BPB^ n J^ K t;iK «a 
pnSvmffB r.pcjnppo n .piBtn B DP3T»3 
-pa D13B2 np 'n *TI ".npn DIB^IP TTUPPtt 
C*3 ?BB p ^ pK 1B0 DB11 DipiDP ,lPBPnD-
•ppXBP383Ttf P3'DPDOP:r3 B PK pnipn^B 
nin PK o^yii w v n S w * nyi PK 
PD *1BD8P K — *1BDKP l yS^ayD n y a n a y w 
PK oytyn .D"pooya
 fD«pa*nyfi ,THW 
D"3"1K PK B^D'BKP PD *1BD8P P« "lHKM 
jD«wpoynD ya^coyo inyoK y"jy' PK m 
33K? PW Dy lV3^n jyDD^BD'BBP n 
*3«m oya^ayp oy^ K jyino |IM jyaioyaoMK 
pR yoornyD n ooayn w i pM lyrrviv 
.|»np fyayp «t Kfflm jyDDynp yoDDoya 
,iyjiy? oy |y5yn w ^ n n nyao y* 
pn oy eyn lyoya PK urpnw $Doyn 
."? IKD 
pe nyeo iyDw5> p« ,DW^5 voc^ jya 
DDsyn p»i oanayya Dtp ,"DD*B y"3„ nyn 
I B ynyo jnaynny^ys PK yDaKDynyoa'K 
-PI*5P nan pc w v m H „ nytPK |y>p»o 
•tfnyaaw D'D jyaijn T D PK "JSOV nyaso 
•yn iv Brttwuv im nm iy TK Dyo-wny 
nysKD-oiMPD *iyi PD nya*B>*o n i w n r 
TK lyn^nc *iyi onny^piy *no DW -i^ ^ai-* 
pw D$n ny pn aanayya *pt Dtp ynyo n 
-"IB' w O$M DO "inyo otena'K cyn jyayn 
.jya 
-OIMPO H fyj"t onm ,PK ya*no n 
rtgip oa^cn n p« D?VK "3 nysso 
-^yi» "DD$B yo „ n DO «t DD$P ?n,Dtjv 
q»l ovum ?nya»epi»5p H MI ,-iy-tfya vu 
n iyj"T ? |tn*upa'M iv no** "t lya'tfny 
DO 23 tew1? PD D-iyacyo nayrio tfym 
pc iKnij IK PK \r\y\i iv oaipnin n a m 
-ya e iyrn »n lyajyn PK B B t r a w K 
?Daycy5y njnayD%n 
po "lynyosr^D n jw"t oyn pn an>w 
.23 5»pif5 
*IMK ,*n»tp wmpyrpy fcwaswn n 
jyony o n aRDcnyatp aa^o JytrysD « 
*i jynya naytyiu* jya"? Dy tttri ,pt?n 
pD reyp D'Ktf PK itpat^ TRD ony^f* 
n pc yo'Dtp K DPDl^ WW D*a ;M*£tt*Jp 
.K / PK
 rD3ymyiB ^mstmfi -K unna 
-K'5«B wjrptyniD"^ PK ,.pyo .trtn , ^ H 
-^VD nyn D'D n:^r>p W3 inn*D iv «I«P 
oyDD ts^Ka^vKa cyn unrpcwvn DSKD 
omjoir nyn p« v n i r w ^ p nxn pn T«ri 
nip PK jyo^ii TO TB lyan |W»i nna 
•Sipi po WDD lyiyoya Jy^ c K iwjppya w 
tfnvmy DO |yo>ipl «! pm ,Do«ay5sn aa^p 
.DB:*#D 6 MI D^V wnip »t« «HK un^wya 
nn« opipya I«T »Jipi Day^tn^K-oyatu *iy-: 
,oyDe«mym inyo oyii&y vw MI DOB pM 
iv D^ "iDya o5*ii PK ,Dvy^  oy oijn ny MI 
.ponjn 38B>n iynyov3 K \VI$V 
p« yoitjeyi K TT Diyn^o ttBMmya'K 
.yoDKys yryn PD D^ etnya H IV aivya 
TD lyaij'VHaijp y3"^a PK D?«nya ya^Ja 
,B"DKip^Dyn DPajm PK r"t PD |yoy?u 
.G^ 'DPBnB DO 1V24 — ^ DO*?KJn*K 
iya5jm ,i*uv iyn PD lyonKys » r« 
n DJjn jya^onyo yao^K eaynya vw &$n 
,1»D pM onyDB'nyD PK M i n m v ya^ DM; 
">JW nyana K MI D^ snya ynf'yr n iyaijn 5«fi 
Drufrna D$r0mv >«P3 lyo^ny nyn !•»« ny3 
•«ipy IK inwow ly^D IMK ftp
 #DDK p*1 IV 
ny t« iyB"B 8 lys^ncnyDaiK pK i ^ o ^ o 
O^K VH — tjnsni oaKroay D^V WV* W \VP 
.B»-*a*p 1KB 
•"K n«D ?JPDW TK D^ «nya ya^Dvy n 
-a»p H PK ; xnjnau IKD nam w PK yao 
iy3i#n ys^m ,H I«D onyayaauaiK jya^vn 
ny"t Da^ vya o^pa'Dyno nyaas^  [ynn^^ vjm 
.D"3"IK ny^r PK D"p»p^ya PK D p^a^ nyn 
DIIJD K i j n n w n DO -VD jy^T tnnm 
-^KB^VOID MI ,yi$nDyD "DMI-IMD f»MVD„ 
f^toya ,oy lya^n jyaany^ ayn PK lyoya 
oayen^K oyar^ a "iyi 5*i poiyo jy&i oyi 
nn nMK .n n
 #"nya«i^"3^B„ K »*r>a pn 
,*?Knya iy-iyay5p K I«D iyD"3n« pn ysiris 
ny ,iy3yn jyiyM D^V i y i D'o ^ r nyaJyn 
o*p ,MTK ? " P J ^ D ^ B „ iwnnnv \vm 5»? 
5*! W V^^ fiDB pK D"p3*nyD D'B "iyDa«y3 8 
nnyb PK Diyoys Dijiioy jyoiKiny lyayp 
Wtfvw \vm\ ,nyayDipyaa"i8 r»wa nyn MI 
D$MDy VIK mm iy *v DO ^a D*m iyo 
.jyaMD 
VD \ntp\ yoyoD^D ya^ovy n nyDJiK 
yooKys yooa^ nyo n in^iyo iv Da8t?D » 
•iya"p Difvi DijMDy ,ri5iDB n "3 jM^Ja PK 
.jnyr D^iiya DO OSIBI TJIK pa 
nypisii wye 
y?iB iv?BP*#5 y-itftaiK lya^n p^aaiK DIV 
HE aaiD^sinyD n P« V ' O ^ ^ M K y58Pttf 
fy3«#n ya^yn Diroipytpy p« ,D*O$B j nyn 
yoMna irD^myD iv *)1 DO JJUHS p^ p 
iyo TB ,ayn Kt8 p« oy jytmyayo ,|yDio 
D«n* ly-tfya n prrt iy*8?*5 yi:t& p« 
IKC ,DPJ"2 p t i w i n s i M p« e^nstm n« 
o»3 B a r m r a P'P up iwnp " t yaftm 
" t MI w w n 5y*B nm* ,unhn n IBD 
qrum iy5#t imSw y?yn jjhi
 r|yanp ryayp 
-iv BIB .pftmp wean p« nyDoyua'K 
•mJei ynaypio p« DDI5IX»U B w«o I ;KDC 
••mr B 
nmm r»a rroiwi m w m n pftm 
nn$ ,DD "^iyD nyoma B tyey"io i n nm oy 
tyoiD yoMia n TB iwufnta -tfaa ty^yn " t 
jy^r pnynm DMioyaai* "r ? w t yaftm 
^ t Dy TB ,D18 8*8 VIM ITOl MfttffclTOB 
? IWJmS-tfB p'p pmpnp) WPP DO 
ya?yii ,Dny3oyo mywiM Jamwryo 
jyaBt iita'K i f t m n 8 *IMM w i n DBV inyt 
vmnAB DIB> pip nDiyii DO tya^n yaJyii 
DUm DO n*a typ:yn ,DO nip Tt lyiya'P 
! ijnnaBM yoD:yiy 
-ya DO Dyu rap nyryn rs iyD"ii n*D 
iya$ ,DirDipyTpy ynyraiM PB y5y*B fy^ys 
TB .jyinyjpny w "T tyaaixiiyya |yj«i I'D 
-spjnny pn *iy ayo ,i*ny& p»M |yan5ny « 
•»n W O T J ty^nayn w ,DiDonp ony MI 
PK ,Dna$a p'p DO D$n ny yaJjrn "IBB ,nn$ 
ya^ytB DjytD r^ D"non y^nyaynanyB 8 
.DivDipyrpy 
jyjnynny iv prfcpif? n JIB D M « 3 nyn 
"intf> 8 V I M Trtjip BJH^T I DIV iyB83y5yn 
•BaoiyB ooayn t'K ,iyD8:$o opyr DifDWij 
D»JT n»» 8 iy:i$ T'« oy JJBtnon \\x 3>D 
toyn3yMy33»j D^J T W t'K yon^cyT ytyn 
"n8 y^8 .DD^ay^yn aa^p^n n v^ |xni»MW 
W W ) ?y2yay3a^  w t w5yn ivunra 
D^WBni nin iv jyowyJ^n iv aixya pM 
iv jxhyrt oynayiiyaa^ T I K tyayp , -n^a 
.cay^jn a^pSipi PB DDS DVT 
p on"7 ijrr J4 
imya yaJyu iy38ia yi^osm w^maiM 
8 pM i$'V8r383-i$ iyn pfi nio^ oyn jyn 
iwjni vt DSTUMH oy imi w e ' o W»B 
PR i»^iw p« on t^ N ,p:y njnas raw 8 
aa^ D'o oyar^ n 8 *n« |]njni EDI^W DO I^D 
.irDipytpy 18 iyn»# J»p*5 8 |ifi 
: o58p*5 yiyraiK D^D VX amMiPiyo 
ayo ,n y^a lyaya |yayn ^ r D>ma»n oy [yn 
iyo ya^yii nss aaionyaiyDaiK n ,pvnv i j n 
-3Mi nyDoyia nxn p& p*» n?y3 o^i Diyn^o 
*n«n oy' .ynyii ys83P 8 ov Dtjn ,D"pa^D 
5»T Difn iyj"K aa^ D^ D pia lya'cya l ip i n 
lyan ny T^ K i8T , "D'3„ «IM« »nwa 8 ryssa 
jynya o»aw n8D .yao"? D^I nrvi,imDiM 
r:yn38 lya c^ya lyo^K nrpn v:yp "n^ya p«p 
"Jitjn n iyayo jawampto « DD^ pw ,nya 
.yDDD^nyc >n pn aawsiDay 818 pfi iyo8D 
-i^nyB "ivntjt isnye 8 IV MIDIV nyia^a 
-D'D nyDBij nyi MI TSnya* MIS \yiv vx \ys 
yiyr3i8 p« DB$ oa^ya iyo ?y3 y^n j ymo 
•|y?8P^ 
ivoipyrpy n i n Dtjn Sy^ssya DIV Dtf 
tyonya IV casroay ^8p^^ lyoniya 8 pa 
/lysyipyo 8 jynn'K IID onatp nsniwD 
•MD yiynw J in jynya oy i;yn oyoyn Tin 
ty i^B jya*n " t D^T
 riana Din *pw tUnwi 
.pfnye nyryn iv M-IDIV 
pn^mnvB PM tx^ ww? *i iy5*» ovnni 
pa 5yB^»3 8 iyonya DO
 r*ijn>ya r a w 
• J w ^ ' n y w ' M nyn PB D^ BW 5myay^?i 
H iv MIDIV jy^ia IMK jyo Di?n lyoi^T 
PM ,Dnaip3 yirvK j y ^ m y c Dipi rya^nys 
"BD iv oya^ayo oy^8 ivnoya rya Dijn IIJT 
nyan MTB Dnai#E H PB ajiD^sinys n iy3 
inyv ryaya no nyDjnpyo nun /pUto MI 
TVB^ pn p« pK ^Dn:t#3 lM?ip naypio 
yoio H MI nnyo lyreya DO VT I^D oai^ps 
.ona^a ya^r ps 
"ia^a H PK ?y58p*5 n p« TaiK **a 
iyo58inyB ynyeyipyo n .PI^CTT 8 oyato 
•ya onaija yiy«i MI inyo Di8$ijn y^naytMD 
DO ^8B |«p |'« n*e D^II D(jiiDy ,iycyiD 
.TM'VBTOMan* ya^Dyooyapa 8 PM fyoipnwB 
u nypnsn MJfflflB on** njn 
y o ^ y a "im* yay^ensB yo'uya pa D^P 
8 nn» i w Bonn ,n* *3 o i w n nyn no 
nyenyp nyi «nn PP8D8 I « Tjn* p^onp 
nyp ny-u* ?"p fie pK ,ui« PB 1W"P 
I"P ,p*onp JIB TWJfil D'3 onyoB* ,DC8enyB 
; D'J ou p«onp M ^ n p m w n w f t r j 
•pyn8 pnrjria p« DWiom M«5»B VH oy 
n njn* Jwif t^r tyorK n n D*D jyssoiv 
H T8 ytoyo T1K 1*K DV .TI8$3 o:**BTI 
D*J iy j" i 5«:¥B>"nyorK Tin [IB yDD8y3 
:DCK ny«? "i«c aow T^ny j u v i rnys 
-:yo»B iyonyj-iyc lyciKT -.yooy yiy^t i« 
*]M «IMK nyaij imy"i8E T O .jyjrjnyB jnyi 
8 lyn* csnenv 8 imi t8 ,0-iynoyo yny? 
I8T Sip ,D'D$ SBwytrn pc ooip H«Jnya 
i n TJH$ yj8"ic H tnJa linjni OVOIPDH 
H Tin* tsctfBnysiyp n oo nya$ jowvm 
-yjnv oonrw nyn ?ya$n paftm jyu fnm 
.DP'C 
8
 f>y»BC"3 DIV ,T» oftrusn oy ?yn '-
- i n ,P"TBD *-iyn$Btn8n 8 jyv*DB» w yaetnc 
N lyv^oe* / IJ$B o;ycyn ^83^c^3 8 IVT 
OVDIPDH I*n f^ E^T ,PWIflB 818083Pyo 
•'oenyoaw ix D"po8?noin »n rnJa imyii 
}&tfb»j 8 |Jt»n nyi* ,p'neo oyi iyv 
->8 KWfl IJnimnwin ouc I.3$B oayByT 
n nyi* ,*w*5 I'WH fyjjuanya DO"3 
,$ttW>ny&3<ll H 0*3 J1K ,D"P 8"i8oy:pyo 
0 iyn .<D<?¥B iron *iyi$ DW&V vw* 
nyntf D"PtJ""18J "IJDWU"H DM8
 fiy30yo 
yy'8P iyp«o wr m D«8B ,0"pjy3-itp"iyB 
8 "a *pt oJruisn oy iim ji^mrova D*O 
n lynymyo IV ny o^no yasnc y a w n 
,|ya«nB yiyiJ8 n w D*o mo oyi Diya^yo 
•nyc H8 yiyoojiy H PB D3*5B n T^ K I8T 
tyoM^ lyti^ S iv aro^o pa ^ M D P W D B W 
nyi pc y3K"iE n t8 ,"iytD(jDD8P 8t8 
8 iy o$n 'D'f'ijB in'K "lyijj >wi|B"OiW33'n 
183*T PR D^V lyny* iv PB*vmfi'iM t33yn 
oy iyp iy wvm ly^vyso 8 lysmya iv 
-ytpy i n «a. .oj^^pyo n "3 j y v o w n 
18T n $#t D"l«1 118 118^3 W»01p 
lyoip $w 1VD iw BTWl Di'oipDn i^ i^na 
.08D5nm lyoonDrya 8 ix 
provs 
-pnMi nyi pn t'8 i»TV8P38ri*p iyr:iK 
D»onif8o yo^na n ~,y"J-o^8 18 D«p3'5 
nyc p8 ww IVT !«^  |W»»5W3« i n poyn 
•ya 8 "lyajj jy3n3 oy .imp lyovy^ ps n*i5 
?W"? yaJjni ^yosy^ n ps ^n^v jniyo^n 
-nyo Hf ps y;jj89 p« — jy^ya ^ « pip 
•l¥W "iV"i PB Diyaoyo — J^D yiy^ 
iyj"t oiyaoyo a:iD»a nytyn (jrtPMiv Dif 
pnipa 3J8^ i innc iyrn D8» ,v3^yr8 m 
•i^ n pM wvsr ' jsn i* lyn D^IOW y:yD^3"iyEi 
-:y:y^y3 jny^ ^3 ( w w n MltW in^w fys 
•nif n jjn^DHppDH iv w n o w PH ,o^n 
.D^xny1^ jnn^n p« i$,v8?,J83 
J 
,mnv ^ B V*P pyn8 DO w T^ K oy 
-D"o jyo D3y5»E rjjniy iVDiu'fi nyi *IMK MI 
p8 "oRMfn^ n v w "yaa'B n o^o jy^ 
.*»WW ">yi W fy-iynya mm /'onyp^E,, 
DBy^c*yjm8 otjn Diptttp IPD'VH i r t 
PB I D ^ — Diy380 D"»MPD |18 PII^ Jp y^8 
nyi p« — nr)*n BWIO^M l y r tyaya " i 
l y rn nyjaya tf'ftfM H IIB y^vs .ji^ur 
iyn p8 nyiy^ao'D ya^nra i^i^iiya own 
DU ?«p:"p iyjyp *M l i os .|v«nv*Mn« 
i w n ys^yn onysoyp yo^8 »i Dravmn 
,iyn:yDCDiN yooaiy n 1»03lK ,3:8^ lynn^^ 
y^DD^v^vn^no v~W"i tv "TO fjniya 
.I8^8P38n^ "iy"t pK lyB^vjns 
,^
,V8?,J83i«i nyn iv D8n -iyo^8 w 
jpaivocy) oo "iy3^ T^ K
 f o s v ^ i y SMK 
: v w ^T ny UB83 D^nayay^yj i j n y "3 p« 
-y:ytMT-i ps ajs^iys nxn^ oantyw "lyiy* "3 
"r iy3tfn DI# .D' I IB TT iy 03"V D^BIJ ?8i 
#m3n n t3^ D iyjy3yiiV3^ spt D:8^D 8 
D^Etry; a:8? ijnn** ivntjn »M jyoyn *i'w 
" t D"3^8 oyoyn .ofiBo^ya p« wc O'o 
iv pK iv^onynpoH iv oanya jyaijn 
.ly-iy^t:1 
-ijpyT ona 8^B njn DEI# T'K y3?yr D^T 
o : ^ c n nyn pfi »D*$OTtt px DJijB^njyo 
Tsutnoin n lyrotpon iv D^DB':IJ .mwa 
• 
"Vpupi wyonw- wv*b ny-r 12 
-3"3 pa |yaynenyo3iM PM v i a nxn 
,n .3 .5 .K D?*PN& jnyiaiM y5* — .D .: 
•BMM nyn itfittsmn iv tyov^yj jyru w*3V 
-n p*-nx aa*?- »*a »M \vi*tn ~ro Dtjn *in 
o:ysyi »IKD«3P8O h lyvot? jy3yn DP'ew 
oy>« wno iy5yn "? t« lycjjn v o . I : $ E 
.T^ayD MI 5wc MT« jy:yp »n c$n 
0*3 lynyotnya ,DM18 i n D3"v oy MI 
D:$iy3 l y r e o n nyi$ ,D5'»pt#f' y-iyuiK 
nyn pa D ' ^ D D M I H ^ii'Dipyipy yny^t 
-ya i^:v-n»nD nyn I » B D^P jnsoyupyc 
-5y?8 ec'Dtry: 6*3 VI l y o ^ i BD:$T ,3:uyu 
-UTOPyBUBD ^3tJ^"3 *1 .|yciD V2"$P ya 
— lyoya oy Dnyocnyc p^toDi jDs D-iyn 
itj^o *MW pc ";:$D s fyEstnu jyasn »? 
.D^»:r H iyE5cypya is ~n^tp 
jmyii lyJst D:$tr";tn IIM ysyntr'a 
.D*B$ ^snyjytrn DIV Dp'trysw 
.Ijyfi D3VDJH 8"18D83p«C 
$25.00 10 5KP$5 ,o->yot<p D3yo"i«3 o y n ^ 
25.00- 17 ?8Ptf> ,oiyp"D tya^ 
$ 25.00 25 ^Kp#> Diyp^D DD"11 
10.00 — 27 .f> ,Diyp"D DTIPD ijy^iv^p 
10.00 37 5»p^ ,n3B5ir9p w j v Dnyoy-is 
5.00 4 J»p$5 /I$D*D5B3 ,D"iyp"Dpi#>p 
5.00 48 JKPIJJ DiyDNP *Wftl«9p 
fDiyp"D BD"U DVH"? t$DDtp 
3.00 49 lw& 
5.00 — 67 5»p*> ,D"»yp"Dpi^p rpyJtfd 
5.00 — 85 .5 D"iyp"D BWDD ,oy;,D3*D 
$118.00 5KD$D 
oanSwya jyc lya^yu PM lyaymyE iya*5 
AfTM 
iyg8B«BMK lyo^tnn ptta iya$n v o 
-31K |IK vftrai tyiyn ofi^o'ya ^ T ny is 
y^« iy;i:y-iotr:$ |y?yn T O PM B»M"OI«B 
auya jjnyn jyEBtry: ^ 1 Dy TB rnro yjyrjiN 
-VK iyp »|yirpmr?iYi Dtfpya *>yt3iM -tfys 
naitf |?ani|n nyi PB " w r a nyatyu nsys 
-ya "iyt:i« \ym lysynvDMM D$H ?V2t$n 
PM si8c«;p8o .no D$II o n n#iD ? oite 
,iy3:iD"V yDitfio p« |jn»W3 tDB^o'ys pw 
•y3 vaymDnnv o ^ w m v IM iy2^n yaJjm 
nyi rs"io
 f " ! a n ^ r „ :PDB cyn on^« \v: 
onniD ^"lymu'Dpyci^c yiyny^cnyE Dijn 
-y::yc8n* |y3«t D^^^K'DSJD^ oyD^2 p« 
DrvN PK DBiro'yaas r»n»c8:p«c p« iycip 
T O prtni Dy^ oyT n p c ,3HJW oinyJpny 
.iycny;:ij DS3 5"ntniK |yB"R"Dn»B »tt< 
-ny::$ w: J^noniK iyiyi2» p*p jyJ'ii n^o 
tmtp y3*D3n » D^II ,:y3?yr« 1$: m jyo 
P3»i cy:nyr $ .lyayao^rus oyn m r n pw 
i^o .mvy yny^n n«s nyp^onp jnyt3i« 
ynyt3i« lynyocnys i%o t« nynt* [yaM s^ 
o^5 |y^i:^n tvH'v, v o p« oyst^a y3ya"K 
D3U%ii*n"io H n3BDcnyB lytacya nyt:iN 
•np y3<ovK yiy^t DS3 p« n:s^ [yryn pc 
-aye y3^D3"n H D'layaB'W lyat^ n nyp*o 
nyoy-ionyB D^8 .uusniya w*3i 'Tno yro 
nya i*o TB n*o jya*i53 aaiaynya nyn ps 
•yDtriyE I*D t« ^pynv pK 5y*v nn'« fynyot? 
pM oiyaoyo mytaw PB 33»JnyB om jyn 
338^ -iyD |yiyn iy3:ynDc*:^  T ' ff^TO i*-
lynyDfiys i^o MI OM? tyf-yoc1 iv unynoiv 
•IBiK "lyosya iyT T%K 
"iyn iv yawa 33i?yotr ny?3iK T*K DtjT 
yoMiya otjn D«I D*3 IIM yjsiE mvottapvo 
oaifBft^ K'Oijow Dyn^a yoMiys IIM ivaaiD'Mt 
.T3IK VIM lyaiti 
onj?3Dj;D pK D I ^ B K wpiw ^ DT«3 yrtsrn 
is nyBiHWti lirnjiiy: nyaaynn eaynnjnB PM riay^n^p 
•cnyT,,''a83n« nyn« j ^ w w B n y ps yasne jny^ imitppa 
-oay^KTo^n^ ys^jm t)yiT« ]y:38^yB pSjm o^Kps^ 
^
%
»K anyaayryn bajTPTjnfi is opjnn Jjnay^ TT l?T '° "I** 
.D^DJ* ^ y a y t r n pa yojm« njn 
n IttpWi wyonw wvb njn 
DHOW ynyraiK DO D:r^y; oy \vw two^: 
iv l n w D | i » DijnwopyfiM«o H |ID 
-ya Din linn w s w r n o n iyoananyE 
•wyj yi»"t »n |yp*c i n ,IEIK po^anm 
oyiiB^a* ROW iv jya*w yeBimB ,vm 
.eyo'Eif y*B3*,vB3nyDa,K ynyraiK *IMR 
osnn n i n lya'Eya D»5*B*3*HJ'K p« 
.oa*ov y^B^vBanyoa'K oaB pc oyo'E* 
iya*n Diver u n PB -lyoynoiyE y^rrE* 
.jyvytya IV sn v t iinfetfyw"* Dnrin "t 
,3385 IWIIp piC *n IV3"T «| flE WK 
' ^BP'EB^B^D ^B3*e"<a'iyD3'K nyn, |ia 
ijn pa /nop 23 pw *n DIM WJwi l*ov 
onma^apia n* ii?nyT*ia 9iuvp»r0DFM 
ya^oy tnJa D*W* D»»IFI up* ^n o*n D*H 
V i r * pc w r a lya'OEytrya "? .iyosa*o 
-*ayoD
 #Diy3^ppia ,DPTI5P D^B D*?*MP 
H iy$n*v iw nyo"3"iB ynyias PK ownra 
«t .D"3n8 nytyn IBB DWri"ii yoosyn 
IW jyoton tm jyo^Bnya ::& ]V*)W |va*n 
,«' /lyiaypiD nyonyi3in ,-tfya iy"t oa^n 
ip tPW* lis op3"a H px ,IB^*I jya*1^ 
H ^nn | W 4 D WIJM n w i n .D»5*B 
•ya tyagn PK ?y?«:«P Dftrovn yarttntsnyfi 
yoma B IKE D*5*ft*:»H3*K n>3Bo jyE^*n 
jypn : P K yasio n PK .on*©*? DSjnjun 
-yii iv u n u m DO T O ? W T imif TO 
D"i»«Dainya DM I W B'D D$jrw«nya i n 
osynaiK nyn anK ?yocBya 0*1*0^ n «a 
BIBOB3PBO ii/aya pntfiVJ fyaasaya P * D*H 
-yotyya £yv<&* prum »^#r nw jyaya px 
D*I oyu ftn ,3any,3yvDn*0K' *1 PE oa^o 
-ariya pw W P pn> iv \vw TO TB |yo«n 
.oa'taaynya Do D*WD 
D?BH na«* m m pe yvyrya n nyoaiK 
oy pa an5wai« "IBE jyDTDDjni tyny' lyo 
lyayp vo jnihv PK ny .TB jypnya onyii 
B PR *>y .ma nnyi BIBQB3PBD tn«t?n 
lya^Dpa^B
 # W D " 5 D
 r"iynDnyiiDay i^DnyE 
-rytya eanayya e^n ny .IBD nva^yn |IK 
ya^n n^yo yp-t .D^vwpBna^ PK yJw 
oayiDtr D^II B'ayo B VH ny ?B ifpnva 
D»*11 *ir» .D p^a^ DynD tanijD jynyayn B IV 
twna^n |jny^ PK ny T^ K DH^ K jyayp T O n* 
D*H iBBnyn ypBD PK ; nyan^ a iy?y^Bi B 
raiK oy in t^ t t oia iiw orpK jyayp W 
-pyncr oyn iMj»jya D«n iy r« ninta b*a 
cayo niny D*T 1*» |»nJfl oayo^nv 
PK lyaynanyo PK wnJwya iyo fyaJyn 
PD im» D'o DBtro'ya lynyn iv ca'Dayiya 
H J.1* ,'llBm PK B^n*^Pl yt$»K"D"IBB:iN 
inyt n^ ya PK i*fim .fyrpviyc iv m$ i«r 
-DMK lyotfwa l»o iya*n Djrf-nya^ J«D*U 
prom >*t B1BDB3PBD muKfn TB lyossiv 
3»DT*i in lyayp iv itvi 3iaya ta^ n Dan*nyB 
PK ny tB [ypniKivenK pK lyan^nonyE 
.»n PK 5nB» iyo22 cyn nayaK nac 
pn p« DTcaoyiB ryi*nya BIBOB3PBC 
PK oa'DBy^ya tyiiya T^ K iy nya ,&*$ 
nytampyo D^B jyoa^CB yasn ly-in^Dnx 
n* I*B>»*PD*D8 5Ba*caiyD3'K n pa 
.Diy?ji*n i*i"K 5yn^Dp*iDD PK wina 
ya'Don n in* i*neya BB3 B orvK ta*n jyc 
PK osy^yapyiiB PK lyoayoip^n VT$WV: 
ya«» tya*n Divepyojn njyinyn ,^v^*2 
•ya^ K *)V"\ p« lyaaBeya lyoSsnya iyay^*p 
p»p rimjn D*n D*II D^*P B .D^E* oy; 
pK an^ K D*n DBnya D^ a oayn ya^vyty: 
lytyn |ifi Di,Di*BDaBitaD,nB w:v$"H 
fie D^ aaaysya B PK tDvytya3^ K p« DBBDC 
PK DH^ K jyiyniVD>iK in* ,DBBDC *\yi:$ fB 
-nu nyiy^ ta*n nmyn D*H ,D»P*IHB pn 
PK IBT •JPHD»DDJ*P nyn DMJ Dayi B ny: 
a*n iyo ,D'B* pn PK \"*\$ -dram m jyo 
w w o*n jyo PK yDBP pn iya*iay;snK 
iyn ME iyD3yo!p*T pn jyny^ BBB n jyoiaya 
jn* uf'VBTUBan* n iyt^ynyafM PK WJV 
D*n jyo .jyocBya (ynoijniDaymtanyB i< 
ia s c H lyayaya DO I5HJK I'B"IBOB3PBC 
-aynys ya>n iyan*nyD iv o^nayay^ya yoo 
"D'W \vwv iv w i * ,iyta"nay3y?y3aB ya^ 
.jyoa^EB ya^n Frin^ u 
33i^ 3Bn yB"3BPnyoB'D ;^ BTB anK 
PK y^ B I»D w n im iiynyii lyam^ys 5*T 
jy3yp » I B IB BtB «inK ,*inBDy3 jya^yt oyn 
-pyayr DBIPIB iyi* ,yDD»ya oaanyayi 
PK ?yayiaa"iB D ^ I WW IV ,DIPD 
•3B3ID PK raiK lyn^DyiB ,Dyo^E* ynyiaiK 
ly^ytw PK jyoaymp*-T ynyraiK jyin»wjn 
TO tB y3B* BIB PK iy3*'V8r3Bai* my»31K 
"I**ap ynyr>iK o^o inyaa* \v^vp DO |y5*i 
yooya n ,jn*o yovy^ n D*T T^K .oyar*: 
nyE iv oa*oi*TnD ntB m ^^VBn'scayr 
nypn»n tMyDiw D*I** njn 10 
-rx pa voaxvi PK nynn'B ^D B MK ,VK B 
fiM nyD^i W inya WVPVS |ya«n »t 
-IB WD3«n Tin pD IVB'VriB H IB ,|M$I 
.mmo y^H'K PD ^ D B S ^ ;uu)min nyo"3 
nyo PK o"p3^njnna pa yyrR n TB PR 
PIC ,p5$D DMWM cyn P& pmmu D * W 
o^mmVfi iya$n nyp^ yD ynyiaB [Pii D"v B 
wnpa^p PR PIBCBP 
y^ B ?8 Dytnsiviy \vo ovn PR mx H 
iy5*t ,yonv "D JO»n »D ,«n*K vrivw* 
W B ,iya$Tya 5*pnm |w n^DtrmpiB p i 
BTB .P5#B i«p pe »»3 oyoiBiny iys Dtfii 
•MU 8 ivnw DSlfli pft$B B PR D C B K W R 
-JIK |IK Dn^pvuiM npiev ,P"ion nyo 
ywmyJwMiK' jtoMfiyrwy lip .Dy^BDi$; 
-*R jycMiv .nnaw BTB iy3*^ n iy:yp tycaye 
-'Dya pypSyfi ynyiaB pvntv m OP:IB ,fyi 
-tyo ,ty&D<Kipy ,J»WVD "5iy5B vt ?ya 
iyn .lytDD^B i^fD p« lyoD^BD'BBP ,"iynmn 
~I3"D fyj"T fyOD^BD'BBP W T I t TB DPBO 
nyo tra *nin a3i#wa nya^n-iB nyn ix *p> 
pa aatfyoe' H tfram yDB2yT B povrnai 
B PK D$n .aaiayuya n w a i B nyn w P/TR 
i"K ^aj5 nyanyprn B pe DI5B» nyanyp3*fl 
-lya^ R n»o»a*i8 wn»H H TB /HDM PR ^B? 
-lyoDiRiwayoB^p PR ny?«pn«n iya"T 5B 
.nyp^ys yny-UB PB iyO"3i8 MI 
-:BID IBD nyn p« ,33ujniya ny»"an« nyi 
>D31*P n$3"5 $PD*¥ 
.5 DB^MT /-PH "lyoaya'cipB nyomya B 
njh pa DayinyiB w^WM nyn ,5ytaD"iya 
yt D$n f 'ovwp 119 lyaD^pa, iya*D-i«n 
IVSt#„ H tB
 PTBH1 IKNflMVJDMII YftMVBV 
PM onmDyaa^ R SBnyaiR Jjnyii ^ U " E B ^ 
•"31U y3JBD tya$n psnyi .IJPD'^BIB IBD 
PD IITPR y3"i H TB ,D^C cyn n»nw) "lyo 
lyeBDypyn iv Dr:>sKiyB IM ?y3i#n Drnjoc 
DI^T Din jyayn t'B oy pw .Dj^jv-rno n 
IW3VO yau^K .yoBny-i ypnBt:^  B rviiys 
Da^"ntaya yoB^yn iyn p« T^ jya^n ya>yn 
p« nyn1 ^yp^oc B o^ny: K^  D^BH |yr^n 
•"t ly^,B TB tyt,vnyn ^ Q^ n jaiayiiys iy"i 
«i iy3i#n D t ^ n » n c Dix C^OBBC^D jya 
•ycB n PD TM?3 tyoayoins yiy^t \vmm 
.aauyuya nyagpn 
••3"K lyn^n yDB^ yT iyn fie nn^iys PB 
DD"ii Bvw oyT tD^onyn jyoBay^ yn ya 
p'noo lyp^^opi^p oyT p« p»neo nyp^e 
P""IDD w w i oayonBa oyn ,p-iB' i'3 PK 
-'K pD lyaaiaywa ys^ Jany pw
 r^a»p^ pn 
•nyi*!y"i^y^ I^K PK oy .nyo^aiu y ^ " 
VT ®#n lyaJyii ^D-iys^ sa 5»yveyo TB D;$C 
O"3IB p*? D*O D3Bcya ^3iyet?aw o\m 
vx j)umtira w a i n ny:«pnyoB ixn I^ B 
i Erprwre imro TD 
.D y^B8a»''"Ta,,N ra Hjma « 
-rnB ta^v H jyoipya r« bv pw o^ocy; 
y^ B pn a\nn p« iyoB?ya tpi jy»3Bnow 
^yoa^K n PD yonBys n ,i'o JV^MI ,jyopBD 
"lytaiK fystfn ys^yn DJS^V y^ Ba^ V^Ba 
nn^p ,Di5$fi$aBH3'K pK TD^IBHP DB'in 
•IBt nyn v^ aa^yotr nytai« jyta^naij 
D^B TD lya^n zDayoK'-iy jyay-iD TD 
tnynas lin lyatf^ BT'aBanij ya^ oyoDDDy^ ya 
"WW yiytaiw iya"T ?iyDDycy3 ynyiaB |1B 
iyo TB iyan^3 minis MI ciynaB yocBy^ 
Dip T'K ? lyoy^B PD lyaiy T;IB D%w«f80 
lya^ T^ iys ynyTaiB jyaya ^ T jyo TB a'D3>i 
"ya jnyfaw 5$T jyo jyo^no-nSBiiya jnyaya 
Nji tyo PK
 #iyiiyaB^ 0*3 yosyn ..ya^xyt 
?iy3yn33"H 5yvDt# DyD^Djf ynyt3iR 
PD D:^3V n PE »nwa Tin PR DI$T 
.BnscBapBD innvn jyan^nonyD iv lyoi; 
-ya jrtyv3»3 jyat^ n ^BD lyoanyv Djn 
-B3BHa>K PD D3^ 3V JTD'VU tD3B PB yDDB 
PB rayiysat^ p B lyo^nyaav #.vn ,O^^B 
ny H .aanny^pny ynaya^D w09tiwrM 
PK B»'3^ MW ^a^oyoya MT« T^K urw9p 
oycD "iyasK n jyau TO TB / w i n n Mtv 
— ; oi»ii n«D ianapi 
! p^ais -iy3*pnyD8 pro«ru nyn w 
•ayo y^DBDBm yo»ru *i TB ,ovy 
?'K 33i3H5wya B"IBDB:PBD "iyi pa y^VBD 
-j"« T'K aaiayiDMB H TB mm ; TWriifB 
:» i ppu j i i taaycitfa DnM5 i j n 
"W ttfyocya:* PK nya^yn A W * 1 w n a 
n PK nyo^ais n prwiarHf iv tampi 
~yaa$ T»K jmtp v: DHK lytoiyotr VJ'^P 
TWffityujn p* anaiPn ?"ii ,iy-i$mu D * I W 
cm *HK pmwiwnii »a^ce pn iwwa PK 
D"V nya^yr nyi p« lysi* D*n ny .P'HDD 
-nyn pK ,B8t? w n y e i w p 8 Dyiw*tfBya 
.P"IDD oyn »3'Dy?3BnyB tro 
.pyo D5»8 tfyopyuy K* p w f r n r w 
DD8B iy >Daup opnoDH snip ra nyn pe 
WF W 1J»»**)a pH DStfMfJ Wiy5i> n WR 
5»PV5 B*o a# spi ny DU jyoonnyo Qtf pK 
-'DVB ,sy ,p$? PK D W I H P I Diiro^mi ,62 
i n o$n Dfcpw? yr»a p* . o w t r t n ^ p 
mm/a vww'? « lyaavsyaa* 
tf*i$jh*?<fl PK ^oai^p vpnwi ly-t 
yoifaya nyr";«n$ D^K eiwtrya:* i n * a$n 
DfiSyn ?w^":ny»3'K H PK ,otiaay"Hn 
PK Dy .oyo;yfiDpy H PD >"no 8 lypyi 
y^« urn ,D'B$ nyjnysr 8 Rnywj o:yEyya 
-SKinyo imam ^D:N$P Dpnwn PE HOTS 
»piR Dtfaayiip "iy*ma DDKS Mpvyso .aya 
DV1PD (IK Pltf^ P H pK D*I$5"D w w 5 n 
$?58 WR aayp p^anyan* |y?y«n pc 
tro tyonyt? D*3 i$a i n BHnm TO TK |nvt 
wm oy pm .D^pa'oyno w o v y waiK 
-"nyo^K nyraiK om »inv»v i w i i ni» 
18B ?"T ojyajniyc jyrnp pn ppw ^»:^r 
p« n w Swij&»*:nttM*R yoayna yom n 
. i $a^ nif t^r'njnyfl i8Pnyos *i 
njn iv ,irepRW PK "tyvia ,rnoio 
! ywaut PK bwipiv «i ! D " M 
,ona pa^wma ra 
.oainnyis ,:nyajj?T*n .« 
-JIK y i^D n purpwisiif "IVT;IK jyayj ya^p 
jaWDtsnyo 
mwa o*n wiyaanj DainnjhfD'ni 
DjfHMj n po iyoyiyo^K n p« iifo^D^va 
-t^ nva pflitMtt t'K D"aiK you pM ,DI#>^O 
8*t5jn»^o PK DS'DBytrya iy T^ K ovy ,jm 
,Diyo«p DT1PD PK pitfp H iyi ,r , ;8; i^ iv 
•WM'Ti iyt)Dpy: DI» lyroiyEiyB «i PK 
-jtf'BS t'K o"E SympK D:ymynfi-D^Mi 
nj»5iv?p H *JMK jyosBivsMK |jn*HW ivo 
•5W rty«njnfB y^ K pto^nmmM ,O?WP^ 
nyi:85iv>p y^8 fjnjni ttJyois'ya ivcien y^ 
WW VH oy »11 D*M1 MT« .DnvncDpyEusc 
.D"ai« PM p« vna5#Biy "iy PK ,D3»py: 
lyjjin'xya ya^nj'ns fyEKew T I K o«n iy 
,Di^DP^iD:jfp -I»DDMM yK^onya n D'C 
-nyE iv MnyttB' 8 iviiy: nyo'K jyj"» ya?yn 
n»no-pi^p pK yj»? nyo^aiK H lynyoy^ 
.i:»^ir>p PK 
ttfyosry::* PK »pDJ*an DJjn*Tjn»-o«ii 
.Dt3"DD nwtoirvj n TJTB vt^awny D ^ 
-nys c v |"t pe ?"HD wojna »i , I 4 I * D I U 
Tin DD^B ny nva .j^ DD^a PK iy owyu 
•D1K11 '11 ,I^ DD1J3 DT1U ^ y^ DnyOtr H *1MK 
Un^TOvrm PK vw T T o?»n oy IKH ,iy& 
omrtD^mi pK ocm wm"5 pfi w»3v K 
W*3V K IKII ,^yE3:nBD pK iiK
 rErwivii 
PK ,pw DTDD'Tpy un"3» nv*mmMi PE 
D n^ iijDD^a p« .lyDKBBMK "t HMR no jyts 
pa SKP*5 » Dvtumv *P03»an ijnna 
lVltliraV PD WUV K [IK D W D Dwoys 
D»n»5 -iy:^ DD^3 H ,36 5*p*5 .omn»ii 
•3{f D a^ iyo^Knya fyaijri ya^yn , D ^ ? " D 
nyny^i vnviv pn ^ n jyrn j va iwv 
pmv pw fy^"T nn | jn* iw nyaxtf 
.a^nyE-DEBCMp 
33CTO3 T » m T I rs BJTK 
.jyitfnyE iv ttfyn nyn pc S^nDiuni^B PK 
jtttftfi »i PK Pmv D^V ywp tc D'D 
-yo'D^K nyn PK 'KTIK ? IKI: — |y:»wejy 
i n lytyf1 i j n oyn , i« ( ) iwn lyK^D'o 
y>v«o*a« H uni ,n;«^:y PK iy i i j jyoano 
.:JJD PE "lyoyi: oiyn |yoJ«nj»o»« n fyay: 
iy oijn ,p:8iya o'lyry? oxn T^ K DIJ-T anK 
lyisyf* yanip H HMK 5«II
 r|yB«pDya m 
VQ .|y"iyn:iKii ociKiyi D*; C » " P D3I#I* 
•BT ys^ytK PE lynyn iv o:nyny: pic* jyj«t 
[yaKDiPOjy PK y^Kic n *vui0 v:v PK jya 
-'K n iKtt
 f»pnye» PK T:IK «a ,ip y i rw 
PK oay^e^iB w ; j m -iyr$ inwa r»a*n [yn 
lynjj yt i y m tyn^K an« y:«iE +i 
iynjj fioWD'D ,33wyiiya nyo^anK n jyayj 
-a*JW pn^p pn DEnsnyj otjn ^ ^ I - M , E 
y^y1 nsc .iyo"ai8 yoin^san^ IKE o:yoD 
«i9Sini iyn Dns o:»pya iw*n yaSjw ww 
\m ^81
 #ynijoD'n pK ny>v 8 |yaijn p« 
.iyny£D;ynyB w: i^3 ya8iB n i n Dan 
-lya^K i n jy^yii nyiyj* mvniM |» I^ JPfl 
iyEi8"t r^8 i « : 5*r iyo ?8 |jnjrt3iwi osnr 
•BBC^D jy-i^ K iy3"T P^B 8 f5« T8 |irTfMwa 
jyo iyp IWT Jiuvfm iyD"ai8 nyn iv ^"D 
?IJ^ y?8 Diyii ya«")B n o^n oyi pB%pyi 
* w r v i i yoin^8n# p« ynsna ^ i ^ i i n w 
o^nayoniaw W inyr PK oy r» ,iyp^r 
^ 
TypHfli ruycnw *Dn*$ i j n 
.a^oaip wftwa yt)>o^ p w i r u nyi -IRE 
.pup W W 0"n» o5"Rya T* *pR a*n 
inyo Ufa oa^xnya^R vo D*n y»n i"o 
-B3i$ WW vo oipi npoMR TR , W K m 
,pi$' i « 3frmftWM D5RP$5 n w onyro 
jR-iyjytm » TR jnaia DiftpDov T W OV PR 
jgmna *wvzv O5>RP$5> rom n*w iyo*Di* 
nv myr |M*n onysoyD yiyraiR — 
Da$?y3 o*n — qiwa iy"R e*o o w n 
o«Saya TO o*n nyafcm
 rIWWHfti nynvn 
n n y w " t . p n v n 1*3 ITROR;>RP PE 
lyoip 5»r i)$ov> Din w "inyo o*a ,5ya D*J 
ya^oy " t D*D l y r n PR Dnyoi^ipnyn pa 
P^R poijn .nova «? lyayaiv p« lyoiy i i 
.jjnynaw V I R j w " t |M"t 
tya'R o-uvDyaoviR I1© o$n ivn^p .no 
oa^vya T D o$n pR pnaaa *WV3R5 i j n 
D$H — DW WK — ,|WD"P3»50jmpP3 y^« 
inyv rro«3i« jyo typ in — oasrya i y 
.DnWW3831« jyJivB 0*3 pN aw 8 ry-uiDB* 
p/o^aiR iv T« ,onycD:yy3 TR awn w i n 
-J83w w j p i i wa IW D^VB ly-iaio^ oaR 
ly-t nya>8 T O Co ny o$n "inyo .ony:ya 
.o'naye'ya D*a yaR-is 
*PR at$n $syi Itpav ww^^P cyn PR 
nxnna H o*o •nynee'ya jymip R osnya 
lyatjn «t .^cvupnya PR "iyotns ,D»B 
na na«5wSp PR iya"^a ?$? TR 03a«^ "iyD 
?B anayo^i iyaij .i;yaK a m u n nya*R 
lyDlpl^D •plffl [$0$*$D DPRO pD D"P n 
P1D DHJ^ SOTS P I P S DN11 
-iye *M S>*n / w i n l"t vJa^nro i i r e 
- ^ y«a ...oy^n^n 'jroma i y o i ^ iv:v*" 
p« Itmpw Djnanaya on^x T in |M»M D?«P 
fD-ittf"D DVH"5 pK lyasepi^p lie w?82«#a 
.inv:vp #O:WQ p« onyo^P n lie |W 
pn o;ypy: 5wt& l y i DJ^ I I N:N-:N;. I^« 
fDDyp»i H PR v?a'3-ju»3v D^D D^rna IVP 
iv i v t r w n y w y^« oa^cy; pawn ya^yn 
.^8Wfa p« w u r » Dnnwrnf 
tyi*«w Dnn^Kaiij I»IR T^ R jmP"R v» 
")R ivaso ya^yn (WWODI^PD PB wai1 8 
^ 1 .-rtttfn^p pa .ijtp -r:y PKIRP IBB a^a 
"ii^p n ?:IR |93«nr , I :R^V^P p« D"3*i« 
S,T PR ,iy¥8E»i¥3$ D>3 t^ R
 #nyD"3"iR "ly^yr* 
lyo^sn lyon^T on*R IV^T VD irav^vc 
.lyatjii yr:^R -n^ z 
iv nrufnn DMOIBVUV ^« ^ ^ P D^C 
va^yn ^ y ^ " o yB"38PYTJttD8 H isnv*3vnif 
t'R oy . I » I D biwiRa n m * * pR |jrD"3n» 
pinn^vrtv iv lyme w inyt oanmya'R 
H Rnn^vaiif iv T^ R isnmw >»*o nyns 
I 'D iy:yp lyanyn n« fljrJr»o p^JRpnyoR 
m .fWRJiyB 5y>s D^: ra^vo nm« JIB 
-,,aiR W R I 5 .OD n HIM pra*nv oJscjjn 
n TR
 r|yaifii yra^R \y\m VK n IKII ,IVD 
ovyi .pm:»« jyou N nnyr oascy: oyn 
To jyp:yn lyo-iijT p« /oyrD^D PR u T^R 
ojm 'Dyj'D3'D pt .nya"i3^Dny i"t n o w 
"nynyoaiR oyn »l w i ^ 8 P ^ t^?a iny; n 
"ovipo jy*iiB »n pa aann^san^ n rx/c 
.Dnyp^b-ojm pR DD*MI &yn*»5
 ronyp"e 
•'sr PR D^RPIJ^ yiyr^R ry^yr ^^" tsnni i r 
-y:yj'n nyT ps 33^ 0*0 (yovy? DJH "3 
-y::y onvnya jya"t
 r n m p iroipytpy ?tn 
-
,
':Ra^w H itjno iv Dnyp^sait* oat? D^VV 
-RROC yoa^^RnyB H PR o^aiR-cj^'vtti 
" i D»II Donvun P3,%5a H .yny:yp PR jyo 
nnyr TR ,jy3"V ^tjr. )nv iv T:IR |yp*ir " i 
- IR nnynn oaycya T^ R o n r o n w ^ 2 
.5«nya 
o"X "iyn ^ n o$n nysa^m yoijay; 
TO ,iweJ«3: onyoc mayj^ B n oaitya 
itPffl} 03"D
 r*P*WyP ^IWRlS ,W«3 
y^s pR .poa^pDMi ^py i^o PR tt*ww 
lyaa'D'c-DRc ynyinyc tya^t onyoc vwi 
y^R PR D ^ P ^ n .?yi»W3 lyo^Rnyaa^ 
.njRBBnv ivoi: R pR lya^r DTyotJ' ytyn 
tj^ 3 DyVl iyo 1R11 ,niJID'0583 PR W 1 R 
•iycD^a-iRiv ^yo'aR [ysiRi 
PR m y w i D1*l*3Rn* t>R \w> y^a 8 
pc war yo"nv R pR /Pijoayp >WD*RI5 
PR jyi3H3 pR T * O^RH ixn"3^ p j ^ n y o ^ 
xavp^v PR anya3"ii yovaya t'R ovy . 
you wnoDMR ?ye**nv y:n« DTO iy mti 
.D"3"1R 
o^v "lytyn i pn o^n lyotfiB nyt^jRaiw 
,on^ficnna : onyoc yiaya^tjs H oauya 
,TVPRVD /yno , S : R 3 ^ ,iyoo)Rii
 r|ih)"n v: 
l^np^R ,Rea«i«D ,w^RB^a. ,*iyDDycDin 
•yi i^a ny oin^D ovy* -i3R?««5p PR K«inf 
.jya^^o iitfDpwn W ITRDR^RP
 #o^no 
fya«» oawya o^n iy yajyw D^RPIJ^ y^ R 
nyo'iR .naRociv lynay^yoa'-iyiynEiv R PR 
Din -5yo'3» IV lyBI^ SC HI 1R11
 vt1>PHVD PR 
nyjrujn * w w en** njn 
HOP n »» a;*5 nw owrpwi n*m »# 
j ' w J'B'W tyoftjn orp« mm 
y«Ja <p« pa wviys p* anawpa* 
pit TjnaBJnync ,|yntp BOTE i m * p*m 
oy w »n o'D ftgiHwmiftUW !"© ,PDIBO 
niton* onrma *n prawn I W D W P ,iwn 
o»na »toa n .truior DJWTP ?yaya iwy? 
inyo "DOI*BD„ ijr3"t pitfa BQTD n PB 
n»D nut DO y? i vcn PK -lyaoyn njn$ 
*BB njn DO nya* PK DIP .IV-WOP yaaB? 
" t *" i i
 #BOTB nyoanoninayanK nyn D*D 
o': Ijfcm |w "WD a^nn yiH p^« 8**1 
l*gttfi into ?W3"31« 5»T !VD Ttf |in«5 
.lynjioB* 
c^n — ? nrutotf BO DVBV ow IBE — 
.CMIDDW "T PC W K 
yooya H p« jyanfc TO oyii iBDiyn — 
" i iPSjni TD TB |yan5a TO PK dtoatunyg 
.DiVEDayya TK a$ri — |yanp vw 
Huron you p*p oo nya* PK DIP — 
.o'nayo'ya "t iya$n — 
jya^vnya'it DO spi* BOW TO a^ iK — 
pa — onyooayya TK a*n — i n w i D*O 
IVJVP ynt jyfcm TD ?B ,T»n nya* T « 
.yp'DPBiB p« iyj^vnya'K 
DO "»t*a »i *o$n oayoiaiB D-I$T lyryn 
-ya D**wa DO nya* a*n y * .Dpyocya 
,naya txttw " I a*n PK noK DJH tyo^Bn 
|ya$n »n
 #i$no IV njna iya*n TD D«II 
lynatop 50 r« jM'nmo'H To oynoyj 
•»"i ^Kfi IWMD" DO wm w i « «"»> 
n IB ,DiyDD:yyj y * ayn nmjn .oyara 
natto PH^P I W pyn* aaB^  pic PK D"K 
H imnptamn iv poit |y$wi DnyTPopya 
-lyn p« ; onro jrupn on* imaiojrDD^aiK 
jny"i lyrmarw nmo «n jyJyii OBJIPIV 
ya *UBW ,|pn3iD»-DD"an» n on? oy:na 
Tt wm W K m — &a$?yj I^K a^n — 
ojni fim nytaiH TSK OI^ T T» jya^ vnya^ K 
ny^K lycnv pit t3^ : 5ya*fiD \"$ 5IJDJ>'P 
•*W1^1 >tWM^ OTW>a*« nyuiK p« Bon^ D 
lyiyn w i^o pc optovur nrraa Dr^n *n 
— DO nya^ anJa T K „ .nyo-iyii ya?y?» 
— o'navo'w Q'na ^ya n po iyj"« o$n 
-ync^v pn D^ onyn ivSyn nyD"a"i8 H DI#"; 
T» aifn —' TO )v nya^ K D¥"i O?*5» ."WT 
*/'P W pn oy^ B ojm oy rm — tnystwyya 
n Di'Dynns T « aipi 3^y^ K JKDJ*D 
-oyo 200 nnyDyaa^ K ,82 **p*^ pc onyaoyo 
lyp lOSmi ftp « pic onaWB fyaijn tnyi 
p« ,naytno K "»in* 800 iJ»$*nojy oynpya 
]vv .5*n PD pya H PM lyoytya n»»n wn 
.Diyiya e»n |jtt"o*n iinyn oaypya Di#n 
,yjnjnw ry^ VJ PK oiyaoyo n inyt -.ya^ 
.pa T * ni pn*03*nmp K IBD oanmya^ 
Dxnyn yoEij onynya »T jya^n HHW r^ a 
•nnp fmyooe'D ,DiyDjya"i»p ,Diyoa**iB pc 
mw *M .nyD%,anriyr"K p« onyj^ D-:y5 
•Jjni wnyi ?ya v^j"K p*p mwva DO iya« 
-»an^ ny^t nya^n o^iioy jyw »n ^ i#t nya 
Duiloy mm nrt» ,Tno iy»t junwpj 
i r n D'D ni3"» vaton nayarn o*n o r^, 
/i»no 
IK
 fajij"D n lya -^iB^yao^K iva r^r »t 
pc aj'D^o jj/a i^ny^^yDny^D jyooay: p»a 
- « P ^ PH rwva iPDipyrpy towann iyr 
iran^ttDnn vww « lyp^c »n ijrSim ,^ a 
"IBD oyey iijnD w |f»av ^vav^^Jitfoa^K H 
pc D W W Dyoi^p H ps aaiTPJtmv n 
,na«5 |ytyn 
•nyaoyo BTB D^ O 5BP»5 WB^TH B ?ID 
-IV ytif^mpv DBnya pw n^ o ivo^ii E'c 
-Banif intifn « ^D^3 ananruB
 Piyeenv 
i»p»5 v n "IBS D W U 
*»oaifa 1 pa nno nm« 6 po ,a»DDan 
y t " i ^ "D 150 n onymya TO oifn ,3»?D 
.IPPSIJO 1^ 2 ITBDB^ BP PB 
lyonwn W3 n-aB?ip5p PD aw penw 
iKu ,pnp ^yooya inniffiyaann VK !%a 
yopnoyj pn on^v^aBD ,*iyp"B nyn ,DD^B 
•"3"IB y:"t BDUfB iyp wivw jsnnn nio 
,f^or nxn aJBrnyonn tyo^Bn DO nyo 
m Dyen*m nnyo ^T |y>n*v Tin IJH"D 
n DD1P p^B IBBIjn ; DiyilJD upw H 
DO iy>i
 #oav»av H DO \V\\ .W\ B oa^or 
oJipi ftyrrwrwf y t pitoti «t TB NIID H 
DP:IB lyo^atB ya r^ D^yna i^E'iyB QDWB 
Diom«tM pn D*D Dip^aia D T^ DP^B ny m 
ly^nijv lyayj ny .tie nBDiyi ypBD / I »BP 
•nijs Dyii ny .tya^nr p« oyerpm ya'*" 
fgfTVgn ejyOT«J 0*1** TJH e 
;yo BJa "^WD onxo l i t nyw "3 MI . n i p 
rye -ifta "wr-'jm I B B B " 3 1 M inyo " f p t 
lis Doponiw n jyDinB iJtfBt »t onyntja 
" t BTjrBB ISO pM ,T'D3'M BMBPJB T'DBMK 
« BWD 12 I M B B:»D 15 PB i«B-ptpyi 8 
.DayDitfP |yt»p 
W yB'DBP 8 tB T O jyssn lyDB^ys 
yiysyn jynyiBB I IK D83 DIV |yi3yn v» 
njn »3?pii " 3 .DByDnBP n I B B |y rna 
.D"31K TWO BiyiBB T'DB'lM PB jyDyiB 
M'B'O B IJBVI is Byfitr ix isnjra PM ov 
ninnyo ry?Mi amro n* ,i3V3« roc T I K 
B .U'B'D-tB'JV p'P iri:yBB B'3 oiysoyD 
^ytn p« asnyppysys n JIB ?»nB •WO'VU 
inpT iy:" t ya^yn iyi:y?sn iy j " t -tjyjys 
•Jit D1K iy33'D'D |"P B'3 IJPIJJWJ |1B EOTB 
D1181 IWIpn TO .MVP n lyDMR ,3BO 
-ljfaow jMTjrWBTJ 8 JV3«n IX \gUfitna 
.\VOS DyT 3BD3B2 '-"D'O 
lyBjnpyD Djn ix DveK-i3y5>yB 3sn T B 
3RD31t 9J711 TB t» ,D^BpB5 ly'SlMP'S? n J1E 
I'M ,44 ?MP»5 JIB D'BB t'K I'M JMBMMMB 
ix py3 pa T « »R PM ,l»»W» Tjy>,M i>3 
.Tftyo VK DP Diysoyo n pa 5yu MI jynyi 
lyEsiayj T M 3«n ,tya7 oyi ,JBB:IT 
.81 5KPB5 JIB lyoyipyD oyn ,iypiye ninna 
-"B on»?) 71 5BPS5 fie Dnyacys w»j"M 
5KPBS> JIB Dnysoyo i j y x n IBS 8 pM (DIM? 
(jj^wu lyris n innvim .76 n« 44 
ISM V3'3"B 183 PM nyD"^ ,">D3'D ,!8BDBn 
.Diyt3"B 
vrmva DJH iy3yjy3iya'B " t asn T « 
-warn !8 mvw PM D5BPB5 PWSD'M n pa 
iyt3iR DBH JJIPTI I yc'^Bisb n nys'B p'Ja 
T I B DBnyj Dan p'nao 5«nj>;yB'rn iyaxy5 
-•u>DpyaiJBO n T I B V I M MI I J C I ' I K n 
. v n a BVIPD IIK PIB^P I * onyi 
•W D8n ya*im ,|8'DipDn yxiip n PB 
"WOrW, n tB ,0'VM V I BJ»X ,B35SB 
JTirU* y^B pB Ml BJBP'P pK t'B "y3B1E 
--y3'« .y3Bne yiB3ty5;iB [8 ayns ,BnyBt? 
I-;NIE n /nyoinB n ens nnx yajytn ^ 8 
n HE B » X | IK yaiyjy yoo^D n Bssnyjnyc 
.1M31031M B3"^3 pB D5>BP«5 
WW n ysnjyo-oy^B line ix PR V$W » 
nyoya f\v nyi B'3 D^BM ^tp ,|»O?WIWC«WI 
B>»n D'BB JKlwyen PB njBoy tyn jynyj 
P'neD nyi Bin'aya ,rB^e J'BMB n^sa-iyMyj 
t'B B"31B n .f>8PB^ Djn BTt'3B31B P« 
| IK n:yn y-myiB TT I I iyi8NJ» l*nnyj ivi* 
BBn DV MI prutnm IBHOVJ D*J PM Dy 
pifn„ i j n nynB p'nao i y i .pn ix BBisnya 
niBiyB vx nya^yn ,nuo»»anM n pa " B I B 
"arm BBn jyn DBH ,DJTI ^tn lyisnys B38t 
y:n8 /lyo'R MI ,iyt"TB n pn lyouyanyB 
Vt " t "3 i y i 8 ,"iyo»»aiM n lyoMi iyt8^ ix 
]MK 3yB 'Mix tnfci anynyj BVfl ,iy3yiB3BJ 
njn ix ivaJKJyap'tiv i y : " i nyB"3i8 n 
-'3831B- !»11V3 183 |M'*1 " t 1jn»M B"31K 
8 1M?3 tB ,t'B BBB^ltyT nyT PM ,B1M 
.iflt&rwsx' imnajacwiM |y3Bn oajyn 
I8Dy> 8 t31B IBB P't Byil P'nBB iyT 
ens lytB^nya ix B'3 i n BB3ipix -\V I'K 
iyj'B3'11 8 PB prVPHPIII B"3 DnyT'DBMB 
B'3 PB Y&B 0* pM IX p'?B "113 ,5>BP8? 
y t ' h n » o MI lysysyn p« lyo'B tyB^sn 
•iyBD8P IX «118T 
lyonyjnyBsiB jytio axy IMK tv^yn T O 
-3B pa onsBpya ayDn^P n IJnn'JMJ'Mj ix 
,i38^33y i ' j ps i'5a»tBB'in ,D^yol^ • rvnn 
DIM .nsBpya y i n B'D lynmpjsp ys^yn 
|y^8' nsBpys ITBDB^BP pa nyo"3i8 n 
-8318 PB u,Ey;y3 iyx;83 Dyi iwnp |y3yp 
.JB'XBt': 
p* Bi:yeDy3 T M 3 B I 3BB'D3B3 na^ 
n ByBpy^P 'lyoyipyo i j n IB I I ^8n D V 
.DiyasyD n pa Din 
jyiyn ly^T'o war 5n»x yiaya'nys 8 
,.BC8P ayDi^P ltBDB^KP n "2 D3,oeytry2 
n Ml 33V MTB B'3 PB "» JIB y3"P iy3B 
-B'Mi n PB BBB aayiB |yo ys?yn ^y^3,p 
PB 5yi"D P'M .BD'K n ]'tt D'lBBpyB D113 
iyW«i pB Din mn'M iy?n»x tynipya 
ix 03BoynyD3,B jyiiy3 I 'B oy .DB"PD 
yirvB v« BPnacyaix B*n »? MI inyr 
B^nsxya ,B"B onyoyipyD DIX DO"PD 
M BBH lypneB* IBB B B'D PB Din yin'K 
DM18 T'B pB 'PHD -\SB 8 Bnyny3iy3'B l ' t 
.?Bi1 PB 
-3ya8 T I M T « asn B"X ivtfyrwi PM 
•pyB nyi PB DiyDyis n pB 33'B'D B Byi 
; n y p s " t y y t r w w ^ nyi 
WW 1 •« 32*0 nw Bwn»n w i n ur* 
j m t f e w waft*?) on»n o w 
V>a ^*K pa rp}«D I * a^Wjipa* 
fw Tfmtfnjnnc ,iyn$p w v e *un 9 pnit 
•:y i* *M D'o aatfiwrnyeaiK J»D ,POTO9 
IVDMK DBnya " l v w n oawcnny© ,iwn 
o>na *tfa n .imaiDr JTOTVP puta imryt 
inyo *Don*BD„ j f * * py^a novo n l » 
n«D MM DO y t !»cn PK w o w i -im* 
5KD n n DO nya* PK WP .iiruwv y33»> 
" t *«n ,WDVC nyoaipninayanK i n t>*D 
DO jySni PK w a n * *pw P^K iyaMt 
a**mp Pi*3 pmnrw >*t ivo t8 nn»* 
.lynaiDB* 
Dvn — ? itruvw 50 DVBV D*II I «C — 
.Dayncya "» no TW*'H 
yooya n PK fyanfc T O oyu I W W — 
"1 IJ0W1 I'D ?8 JMMSJ TD PK ,iya*U3nya 
.Diycoayya TK a$n — jyanp TlK 
ysKniK you p*p DO "iya$ PK DIP — 
.e'nama'va »«t pawn — 
jya^vnya'K DO T ' K ryayp v o an* — 
pa — cnycD;yya y * aitfi — nyDiyu »*e 
lyayp i"K jySmi V D TB ,Tya*i nya* T * 
.ypwBiB PK lya^vnya'K 
ma Tip >n*Dtfn wyoiaus D-I*T nytyn 
-ya o^nya ma nya* a*n T * .Dpyopya 
,*un D3$?ya «i a*n PK DDK nyn tyo*8n 
iya*n »? .iipiD w njna jya^n T O DBII 
pruww 50 rs jya'^mo'K TO nrmna 
iy"T HIB IVJMD DO Oyi1 *|$11 8 0"31K 
n rs rDnycDjyyj y * a$n v r u n .oyara 
-OBD w*Jp |jm pyiiB 3385 p ^ PK D"V 
H nrwtairMi w now jyJyn D i m m r m 
njn pK ; Dy:r2 my«? mi5 |jn3ior"DD"aiK 
iny«t itrwtatti* wno »t pftm DMIPIV 
V* ' "*» j r u iw ro rn ' rw n mtf oy:pa 
T l oyn nn^ K m — ea t^ya «pK aejn — 
ew AW vtaw w DIJT T« iyr"vnya*K 
ny^K lycnv pn e>j ^yaijnD p»p 5»W"p 
."ir^1 $«we"'rwM*n IVMW PK nmra 
jjny.i iv I*D pc WMemy wnn nra t^ *n 
— DO nyaij ai*j TK« .nyonyn ya^ yrK 
— D'n^yo'ya D^ na ^ya n pc W»n Dipi 
•ynew !"t D*nn iy^yn nyo^aiK H D^T 
T K a*n —• I^D iv iya«K DI#T DM^« .*»n 
-
. "p * p*t oy^B Dim oy PK — Diyst:;yy:i 
H nn^ojmK T K a»n n^ yaK SKD^O 
-oyo 200 inycyajiK ,82 ^*wr> I«J onyaoyo 
?yp yafcm 9«n » PK w^yeK lyaijn onya 
PK ,^ypiD K i n * 800 lyttfwaay nmpva 
?yo .5»n pa pya H PK jyoytya iyj"? ym 
.Diyiyj Di$n |y©'©#w vnm *wv> v*n 
Wtnvrtv pmya T^K piyasyc n jnyr nya* 
.pa T K MI lyroanvnip K IBD DBMniya^ K 
Dinyn yooij Dnynya »M lya^n iyn8 pa 
-mip ,onyDDD*D ,DnyDjyBi«p rCnreana pc 
iya$n »M .lye^aiK-iyt^K PK o-iyj^o-jy^ 
-5yii iy:ny"i pnnrr^ii |"P Diynya DO nya« 
-w*iv i y " t "lya^ K D$iiDy mw *M ^ r nya 
Dipwy ?yay« nrr* ,t»nD V"? ,I^VBTO 
nyn D'D nia^^ ya^yn njyan^ K o^n D^H 
. T H O 
t» ,MU"D H lya^ne^yaoMK lya^n »*i 
po a^ D o^ lya^iny^yDnyD jyoDay; p*a 
-»p*tp PK n"i«^a ivDipyrpy teivwvrt "iyi 
IjranifDB'iK VD^JIJP 8 lyp^c " t |y>yii
 ftja 
-180 cyBy pjino w BfW ^a^'onyoa^K H 
pc o w i i p i Dyonijp n IID un^pjvnv n 
.ia«^ ITOH 
-lyaoyo 8T8 D^D ?»P^5> jycn^K 8 pe 
•iv y i ^ n ^ v D8nya pw T D lyo^n B^C 
-83*1^ iytijn 8 ODsa anayiyn^c
 rjyoD*T«? 
,5»8P^ "iy"t i8D Diyr^a 
•'D3^a 1 pa nna nniK 6 PD ,a^DDan 
ypn 5»"D 150 H m n v a T O D$n ,aijD 
. ^T5^D ^ 3 lt8D8^8P pe 
Nppym t^#a IJH^I I^P pa wv f§rm 
IKII ,pnp ^ycoya iynnyayaain T K pa 
yop^oya pn ovvnsBD ,iyp"s nyn ,DDI^E 
-^3"i8 w«i DDI^B IVP B»nyna8 .aann83 mo 
, l * w i n a5«myoMK lyo^sn DO nyo 
m WMPn*m inyo »n jyjn»v Tin IVT'D 
n DDIP p^8 iSaiyn ; DnynijD fcor H 
DO |yi1 ,D3^0V H DO IM .P38T 8 MFW 
»5ipi ,|y"ino83"iv V? |y?y« S,T T« KTD *T 
npaiB nyD>sai8 ya^r DSjnaMWiyo DDIIJE 
DIDDIlfB^ pit D^D EHP^ail DIJT Dp^D "W Ml 
jyjnwp y^aya iy tic iKaiyn yp8D ."VE^P 
-n^v vy\i iy jimmip PK n w i m i wnn 
-
nypnsn taayois: on** njn 6 
;yo 032^^0 onvc |m nyne " 3 Ml . n i p 
jye -l6ja TCP3W1 IBB D"3iK "inyo «? pB 
fiD Doyoiw n lyoyie iitftjr **t tny-i^B 
« i onjecif \m M r i ' W B DKetr3K I ^ D D M K 
s wyo 12 r w D2yo 15 no w c p m n 8 
.DDyoi^p jy i ip 
?»t yB*oip 8 T8 T O iya$n lyoitftpya 
ynyayn trnynsB PK D$3 mv p r a m *p? 
nr i yafcm "a ,DDyoi*p n IKD | y n n i 
.D"3" IK irryo onynifB T * D B M B pe fyoyne 
anwa 8 iwm iv ayes? i * jynya P K oy 
injnnyo ptfMi 3KB3U PK ,T3yaK nat? *IMK 
8 j r e w w a r | "p iyn3yD8 tr3 Dnyaoyo 
- y n PK unyp f t nw * i lis 5"PID -iyoMi3 
"inyr i y r n yaJyu ny-uy^n fyj^r i:vm 
-311 OIK |y«'B*n VP en proyo« p« one 
BVHH jya*n T O J » T P H nyoMK ,3KD 
--lyasyr: H n y s w n 8 !ya$n iv |yo«teya 
•iyo8 Dyi 3KD3$0 3:,D,0 
nyompyo oy" iv DTEtruy^yo 2^n T K 
3K0311 >jm T « *8 ,D>KP$S iy'$J8P<B> H pfi 
pB ,44 >KPI0 pB D>E$ PK pn aBD*D"HJB 
is n w pa T « TK PK
 #v3yiiy njy?«K tia 
.T^yo PK oy o-iyanyo n pe >y»e MI jynyt 
fyatpoya T K 3$n ,;yo7 cyn «MWit 
.81 5KP$5 pD lyoyipyo nyn ,*iyp-iyo nyina 
- M ^ D H " ^ ) 71 5KPIJ5 ps Diyacya y3'3"K 
*Kp# -no Diyaoyo - : yvn -J$S 8 PK (DH^^ 
rijrSprfi n y n a n W U Y W I .76 PK 44 
" ^ yj*J"B W3 PK "1UE"B> l u t e i n ,!8CB$n 
i D W B 
v n y o n oy i pnyaynya** « i a$n *pK 
I K P B IK iyay3y3 PK D5KP$5 pyoD^K H pc 
m i w D$ I I u n n m ya^mt fo n nya^K p^a 
w « iDKnys oijn P"-IDD ^ r i y x v n nyDsy^ 
•I^DpyQUKD H «|MK T l« Ml "iyt3"31K H 
• T ' I O D1MP0 PK piitfp pE onyn 
"53 oi#n ya^yn
 Pw»otpoH vsiip H pe 
n y o n » , n TK , D M I * ^ T DS^V , D 3 ^ B 
snru8 y^K p« MI WSPMP t'K T*K "y;K"lE 
~wn* .yjKnB ynKaty^:iK i« oyoa #nmv 
vara H /nyoy iB H C D nnv ya^yrn ^K 
H pc o«x PK y^3-iy:y yt)D"0 n Donynys 
.nK3ty?31K D3"^3 PK D*KP$5 
MT4P n w^3tfo-ojr5« pno Mt PK » * 3 V » 
nyoya TW i j n e*3 ta&ipi i^«n ,ivttf KHUEMK 
ohfin D'Eij ^Kiyjye'ti po nJKDy imi ivnm 
p*noo oyn pimapa ,r»^B I'DMK n^»a tjfiiva 
?^K D«a-»K n .^Kpi^^ iayn m n o m i w PK 
PK wi n o p i f i TVH mVMirs ivnoys *)yaK 
oijin oy MI prapmrj ivnDy3 0^ 3 VH OV 
p«tt'« *un nynv p"~\oo *iyn .pn « DBisnys 
-niK-iyE VH nyaSyn ',nw»anH n pa Moi« 
• : I I K D^n i w D*M ,oxn T»n ivn^nyj D38t 
y:nij
 f m H i i MI f | y p n i n po !yai^3"iyo 
V f *M "3 "un$ ,iyo"3nK n jyoMi i y t ^ ix 
] IK syo " i i v tM^a o-umnw oijn ,|y3yiDa^3 
-»jn n iy3:K3y:pniv iy3"t "iyo"ai8 n 
"•383-i«$ |yny3 'n^j iy j " t »M nyi«K D"3"m 
8 tM^3 T8 ,PK B W h t r i iyT PK ,D1M 
. ^ r t W B W iyouy3DM-i8 lya^n DD^yn 
pjoyS 8 T3iK I K E pM oyn p'ntDD "iyn 
e\'iK |y«j5iyB iv o^ 3 T* t3B3ipiv nyn PK 
|W*D3M1 8 pB tJTIM^WlIf D"3 DnjH"DDMK 
D*3 PK VK^E DK pM *V p^8 113 ,^Kp^ 
yt""i n ^ D MI iy3yay-i p« iyo*K |yo^8n 
-lyDDUP IV P118T 
mruruDJiM wno ovy T I « iv^yn T O 
•38 PB DnvtOTB oyoi^p n iyin,383%itj iv 
,n:8^33y v : PE T^aytDB^n ,onyot? yiy"38 
DIK .nyopyfi y n O^D o n n w p yaSmi 
l y ^ t rn^opye UKOKJKP PB "tyo^anK n 
-»3n^ PE o^Ey-'ya iyv;«3 oyn |yanp iy:yp 
• I ^VKT 1 : 
PK truysDy: T K a^n iKD^DSKi n3C 
n »yDpy?jjp |TyBjnpyo nyT w i 5«jn oyT 
.Diy3DyD H PB DVT 
jjnyn 'vJn^o yaav 5n«jv yn3yo<ny3 8 
,.BD{#P oyo-i^p ITKDK^K? H s,a DrDEycya 
*1 Ml 33V MTB BU t'K " I pB V1"P 1V2H 
*o*ni n PK DB$ DEyiD iyo yajjni nmrp 
t'K >JH"t3 I"K .DD^K n PK Dn»DPyB D1U 
nyWifi PK W M ynn'K ly^nyv lyo^pys 
iv DiKDjnyoj'K jynya PK oy ,DD"PD 
ynn^K PK Dr^nscyiiv o^n n MI jnyr 
D^nijvys ,^^0 Dnyay-jpyD Div Dts^po 
M oijn w w i«s K DHD PK DVT mri 'n 
DM-18 PK PK $qo -\t$B « ommwoo^K T T 
£ipi iiB 
-3yt38 ^MB ^*B 3tjn D"it nyaJynyn pK 
-pyB nyn pB DiyoyiB n po 33 ,D ,D 8 oy i 
B nypnjjn Djyons; wv% nyi 
H pK 1»nO Dpl^p pK MSBV mo 8 ,D"V 
PK OD83 PK 3tfD w0"3 H |M'*% pD D"V 
, v a n » 
a w o K irn^n nynns qui aifii tfynyj 
-ya n nr IKB fyatfitfe , w r a n ovs 
jynya oyoip pK iroipyipy njn pD yo^v 
fyoipya pa T « H I n^83 nyan ,Dyo$3 n jnyr 
n T8 ,D3$?y3 T O jyo D$n y n h p p« 
TK TK iswni oyoTB y i " 3 ps oyo$3 
.piy? T O | # H I PK $-P$*O PK p*i ^ n a 
nmw PK jyn$D T I K D 'PI I nyoony p*o 
T K .py^a vt3«Dpy?« PB ngopyo n PK 
IKDonoo .no : D"iy;Di8E yp'3 jnyrya aip 
" re o$n 33KB3$ po T^a .iSyB3nye> pit 
iyay5 **ii *iy tK tfwrws iBoonoo . I D 
I«P iv ojm ]IK row nyT D*D jyiync PK 
iy:yp v o ovu oy>8 pno jyjyn T D „ ' 
•WW nyn PB iKUimmvb *1 tyDipiv3#3 
lyiyn^c DO ?3IK pfi omi nm* TK jnJa T« 
D3y»"t nmpn 8t8 W w.y3^3yD;iK D IP 
T V H W p*p D»ny3 oo<p* 3^n yova -ijn 
lyiiya jyj"? «? .pmraam «t D*D D^P 
ny;"K pc onm ivanynnfi 8 no typipenv 
Tt Dtp "? PK ,oiypo*a"i» ynyuiK \\t 
8 jyaip Dl in B0H1 TD Dip D3Kiy3DMK 
W« W n O D jy^HI VD J«11 08^3 P"-,DD 
-ys "tfyBjnys? .no Dip ,nyD"3"i8 auya V D 
into iyo^3i8 iv nrvnmv pa T * PK ,D3$T 
PK "tfyEjnyt? . I D "JIJO K lynjioc D38 
jyam* DO p^g j M 1 (1K D n v e D K p , ^ 
• n v D m PK 3ya yv;83 
a»n pD^ 8D PK vw#imtfi ,rvn*#p "a 
TK J*H1 ,nyc yn5»n 8 Ptfa D38i3iyB T « 
PK |«t « OIK $"P5&D jyn^nyB onoya 3tp 
pK « 'D*D nnK^a nunmpy D"3 D^V nyn 
.n8D8^8P 
oyn JKO^IB) n:y3K lya^yrDyi 2^n T K 
Tie nnKija ivoipyrpy n iyEi#nDy3 (*KD ?yo5 
•ya 3*n PK (oiypiifii oyoni^p) 82 frptf 
•^yvs^K y^8 D'D pmm w »3»pya D ^ I D 
PB.nwn* cyT PK Tno w PB fyotfpi 
-nyi> t8 ,DMI8 Tt M^v oy .5KP»5 i y " t 
lysijn iv lyoy^oay I W * I onyaoyo n i j j n 
nyanuv: n D*O D^ywyoenyD 8 w [yoip 
ovy1 V2 T3IK ry3"? ya?yn ^DI^DPKIDJIJP 
pnun lyo'K iyj,,,t n« nw P« tyjso^ya 
DnjnwopyfiUKo Pitj^ p n jye^yn v^ a^oiye 
-v: i n n Pfi 0"pjpoaMi H . i^ur n \v:v: 
.iyv8^3^ D'3 iyo ;yp orn 
.yn^o pn 
PK fip^Vtt w: wwvs T « pa oiwzx 
pa "wmvyo ,jytsiK33"ii njnna IIB pin p« 
irpipytpy n jyu^noya T « ^ ^^ #67 >KP^P 
muvuHM iy3i?n T D iKii ,JKP*5 pa "roup 
iyooay: ps |y33inr»jD n prnm W^DIPDH e: 
J»PD 
•ytpy ya'oyD'oy;?^ "vwoptsna ~\nyo 8 
DO D>HP*5 yiyr:iK PK ^ 3 "I'K 3tjn yivoip 
-iyB ^SK TK ,o5?PBya at#n ^SK .D:y;y;y: 
oyo DSD nn%Dip&1i i'K D^v p^ p DO Hyna 
H I ,iyi^T8iB iyni# ^yyi'K yop^B o*o TVw' 
ps D"iy3Dys y^y^B D*D DSIJ TSK ^8B "isn 
.Dii^ Dipyrpy ^py~ 
.oy3P3 iv fy3383y3iy3,K T ^ J iyJ"T T -
oitya 3rl^y^^Ey^y, iya^-ieryz lya^n—: 
-ew y9v fvno H IIM lyaysm PK -PES- rvm 
-'By: oy mil
 # ^ ^ * o !'K n^no D'3W|jnjyDiM 
Tt D«#n oy .on^opye *HW Ptfa Tt iv: 
'11 ,TSK W O 3rDyiE H T8 03"Vy3DM18 
iyn .iya"JaivoHK yDonyii^ H
 t$mya%M 
|yV38J F'K Tt 03*fiyj *T5»D PK TK ,0P8fi 
DO i^8t n D38D ,iyoy"B oiy i j in 378n » 
y^y^VED y:" t oyn -lyoyiB v i m -lyoa"? 
DO ij/P iy yaSmi PB ,EK^ PK |yojnyo3*K 
iyi3K w jyanp DO ?yp iy >»n ,iny:pvrx 
" I K y;o"K jy$m SKC iy3?yr p» .anss'r 
iyoy3 Tt D3'i5 yiyn3K PK np i PB jyo- : 
.PSDC^ ps nyo"a*iK '.v 
ryooy33^ lysv PK f ipi n iyi:iDK' 50 
.tD^VDD"31K y?8D*1$: ^  D^ 8 
PB 5>nijv 8 "W T I jya^Ey: I T P ^ O p« 
-yiyDi^KnyB lya-n yaSyn
 r*Dnyo"o ^ * -
ya^yn yo«5 ; >jn;va ps o'lia H PK DTS 
DIK iyo»aiK p^otr:v ,tyo"a*iK iv [yar 
lyi nyoyi3 oyii
 rgmyn y m T B .ooyS *v 
iv «i |y3$n RNfriw y-iyoy-13 r>« t""s 
iy3tj jySyii ^T .DSjruip jnytnyo fyi3^r 
mo 8 iyDipy33ij PK ovy* TK ,\yny5 fv"-
< 
nypitjn Bajjons: fyr»& ijn 4 
: n^'SBBB BDBIB T I K .BDMiayj r * *m» 
."ay'ajj 'yj BICB„ 
8 B'D Dy'aM'ya Btjn ':«BDBP yieo n 
DJBpya MI :MIB MI oiyn os .Dyoo'D 
:tyinjmyDBii " 5 i y u s IBIBD iyj"t 
PM iya8uyjJ"B |JKW'5 jBSmi lyinyrDB'in 
-8D PK iyt"n H iv v i lyrrs PK |yDBJ n 
ny?»n n I'M tyinyi yiyjy^p p« ,ivpna 
Tin n PK |jnnjm»«w H tycns .KDH 
BJ"S D8ii n»oi»n»D*ii B DJ»'5 lyiny-i 
•D8M .B3'1iaiyD BW1 DV lyDKll ftWll 
Dyeyt^ B n : 'JBBDBP ytr'naw n Dina yc? 
DEBS PK w r w i n n is inmsinviB 8 is 
iy:"K B?«n .B^myjyBDBoyjjis m m 
"DMIK .IBB-JB'-M' 8 ,iyD"31K yifl'K |1D 
-tyi ,i»pw owma B;IC a?«n 8 jwrrew 
DMI8 niOM iyay5>3 ycBD^BB'BBP n \va 
•pa lyaosya IB'JT 8„ : T-^ syp n w u B'D 
"Jnaaa pS w t f w 
|)D ni33J H D'J IS: Tt IWH3U D'Diyi 
ro 'T i yavy^ n IBB .yjBBDBP iy tn 
.»P U ' f o n IKJIB' iypnyo8 n D»n'im»' 
liK j jnyayi n |yamya is ffwnMB'iK D'j 
inn'u Mt8 MI iyaK .P^BB D«T BPJTVWM 
si BpjnyjDMx iy:"t ptfuMW tftgoiftp 
lyBoayj p« jy^nysiyi T O llftjm lJn»H 
.^yp'BiB 
8 PWm 03""W P'^8 "DD"BB n .|yBBBt!> 
-8C oiyn DBII " j " s j y i " t „ oist lyo'iiyj 
118 tyctfBB' ycoys yjyiyttnya pD oi 'S' ia 
-yj DjyTn MI ftruMw i jnpny |8 i « : PK 
Ijnjni |y^8nyB8D vvi .^«noMa B'D DK»'D 
iyB"a*itS yons n jyc i i s BDMPIPD Jy»B 
D B I .otyUMiB-ys B5>yEsi 8i^8 tyiyii ya^yn 
-U8D u n t f p H D8M iyast ya^yts |y j" t 
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